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National TVt Moving
Third-quarter scatter is
just beginning to
move. ABC is tight due
to makegocds. Net-
works predict CPM
increases it the 15 to
40 percent range over
last year's upfront.

Met Cable: Holding
Second quarter is
gone; third starts out
iffy, per usual. Few
cancellation options
are exercised. Upfron:
deals s'riouldi start fly-
ing next week.

Spot TV: Softer
April ends relatively
flat, with a very disap-
pointing showing by
movies. May and June
took better, with block-
buster early -summer
movies coming out.
Automotive continues
to drive the category.

Radio: Strong
Local and retwork are
strong, and big cities
are still posting big
business. All categories
are participating in a
robust market, includ-
ing packag 3 goods, last
food and autos.

Magazines: Solid
ABP reports trade pubi-
cations neted record
ad dollars ii the first
quarter. There's vitality
in computers, travel,
retail, food and cars.
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AT DEADLINE

Court: Tobacco Ads Not Under FDA Rule
The Food and Drug Administration has jurisdiction over
tobacco only as a product-not over tobacco's advertising or
marketing, a federal judge in North Carolina ruled last Friday.
However, the judge did not rule on the constitutionality of
advertising restrictions, ordering that FDA rules restricting
certain forms of tobacco advertising, which are scheduled to
go into effect Aug. 28, be stayed indefinitely, pending appeal.
The Clinton administration has already announced its inten-
tion to appeal. The rules would severely limit outdoor tobacco
advertising and cigarette ads in magazines with a significant
number (15 percent or more) of readers under
18. The ruling comes just a week after reports
that the country's two largest cigarette compa-
nies are considering a self-imposed ban on some
advertising as part of a proposed settlement with
a consortium of state attorneys general. "This is
a 100 percent victory for us," said George Gross,
executive vp for governmental affairs for the
Magazine Publishers of America, one of several
advertising -related trade associations involved in
the suit.

FCC to Review Minority -Front Case
The Federal Communications Commission faces
new appeals in a radio station ownership dispute
that has dragged on before the agency and in
federal courts for four years. Last week, Orion
Communications and one of its owners, Zebulon
Lee, of North Carolina, filed an emergency
motion with the FCC to regain control of Lee's
FM -radio station in Asheville. The motion fol-
lows a series of legal challenges centering on,
among other things, the issue of minority
"fronts" within the industry. An administrative
law judge ruled in April 1990 that a major
investor had created a "sham" application by
naming a minority female as an ersatz partner to
"window dress" his proposal.

GOP Attacks Paper Cross -Ownership
Capitol Hill Republicans have weighed in on the
prickly issue of crossover ownership in the media.
On April 24, Sen. John McCain (R -Ariz.), chairman of the
Senate Commerce Committee, introduced The Newspaper
Ownership Act, which he said would eliminate "one of the most
archaic provisions" in telecom law: a prohibition against news-
papers being under the same ownership as TV or radio stations
in the same market. Scott Klug (R-Wis.), who cosponsored the

bill's House version, told Mediaweek: "This was a great rule for
1967, but it's not relevant to today's media market."

Capstar Buys 3 Alabama Properties
Capstar Broadcasting Partners last week agreed to acquire
three Birmingham, Ala., radio stations-WERC-AM, WMJJ-
FM and WOWC-FM-from Ameron Broadcasting for about
$31 million. Ameron is based in Birmingham. The transac-
tion brings to 172 the number of stations Capstar has
acquired or announced plans to acquire since the company's
formation in May 1996 by Dallas -based venture capital firm
Hicks, Muse Tate.
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D.C. TV Station Gets Earlier Start
It's even earlier to rise in Washington, D.C., for
WTTG-TV. The Fox owned -and -operated station
will attempt to improve its last -place numbers in
the 6-7 a.m. local news race by trying to get to
the starting line at the same time as competitors
WJLA (an ABC affiliate), WRC (NBC) and
WUSA (CBS), all of which have early newscasts
on or before 5:30 a.m. Gregg Kelley, vp and gen-
eral manger of WTTG, called the move "a com-
petitive issue" in a market where "the national
news is local news."

People Moving: Harry Montro, senior vp
at CNN Interactive, resigned last week. Montro
is expected to announce plans to join another
Internet venture this week...Robert Gremillion,
vp/general manager of CLTV News and Tribune
Regional Programming, has been named
president/ceo and publisher of the Ft. Laud-
erdale, Fla. -based Sun -Sentinel Co. The
appointment is effective May 1. Kathleen Waltz,
vp/developing businesses of the Chicago Tribune,
becomes the Sun -Sentinel's general manager.

Addenda: Jacor Communications last week
agreed to buy four Cheyenne, Wyo., radio sta-
tions, KIGN-FM, KOLZ-FM, KGAB-AM and
KLEN-FM, from Magic City Media for $5.5
million...A meeting between top executives of
NBC and the network's affiliated stations was

pushed back from April 22 to April 28 in New York...Nancy
Claster, 82, the original host of the groundbreaking Romper
Room children's educational series, died April 25 at her home
in Baltimore due to complications from cancer. She was
known to kid viewers as Miss Nancy. The show was launched
in 1953.
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FCC to Hold Hearings June 4

On TV Ratings System
The Federal Communications Commis-
sion decided last week to hold a hearing
June 4 on the new TV ratings system. Al-
though the FCC has not indicated what
might result from the hearings, the prob-
lems for the TV industry-and for the
Jack Valenti-led coalition that created the
current ratings-could be "enormous," a
major network TV lobbyist said.

If the FCC rejects the current ratings
system, it can, under the Telecommunica-
tions Act of 1996, appoint an independent
advisory board to propose an alternate
system. Though the government couldn't
require it, the FCC's board could publish
its ratings, putting the FCC in the driver's
seat. "This would not be acceptable to
members of the TV industry who agreed
to the current ratings system only reluc-
tantly," said the network lobbyist. "Some
members of the coalition were concerned
from the start that ratings would be used,
or misused, to indicate violence, sex or
rough language based on standards that
are very narrowly defined."

More specific ratings on such subjects
are exactly what many organizations have
proposed to the FCC. Groups as varied as
the Children's Defense Fund and the
American Medical Association oppose the
new system, which, like movie ratings, is
age -based; they say it is too vague to help
parents screen programs for their kids.
President Clinton has asked critics of the
system to give it a year before judging it.

FCC Chairman Reed Hundt has indi-
cated that he does not think the ratings
are detailed enough, though he has not
officially opposed them. -Alicia Mundy

Battle Shaping Up Over

Digital Channel Allocations
In other FCC news last week, the commis-
sion began issuing channel allocations for
digital broadcasting. In several markets,
including Los Angeles, the allocations
were received with confusion and the like-
lihood that appeals will be filed.

In. L.A., Tribune Broadcasting's
KTLA, channel 5 in analog, was assigned
channel 68 and given a signal contour that
will allow the station to reach only 80.8
percent of its cur- (continued on page 6)

A Harvest of
Now even buyers are admitting that prime t
NETWORK TV / By Richard Katz and T.L. Stanley

Gtr 'I 6 iant

Green
Beans

Even the most poker-faced media buy-
ers are now starting to admit that,
despite eroding ratings and shares, the
broadcast networks will likely break
the $6 billion barrier during the
upcoming upfront buying season. The

reason: simple supply and demand. Buyers and
sellers alike believe there will be more dollars
chasing fewer eyeballs this year.

Sales of second-quarter scatter inventory,
usually a barometer of how strong the upfront
will be, were exceptionally robust in both
broadcast and cable, and few clients have exer-
cised cancellation options. And several cate-
gories, including autos, technologies, fast
foods and over-the-counter drugs are expect-
ed to weigh in with bigger budgets this year.

With the exception of some cable business,
there have been no early deals struck in the
upfront, buyers and sellers said. Nearly every-
one expects clients to hold off until the net-
works announce their fall schedules in mid-

to -late May. "If I put the price on the table
that I want now, I don't think anyone would
go for it," said Joe Abruzzese, president of
sales for CBS.

However, some buyers said that if the net-
works price themselves too high, clients will
shift their money elsewhere, particularly to
cable. "With the exception of Fox, ratings are
all down," said Jerry Solomon, president of
broadcast for SFM Media. "Those that have
lost a lot of ratings are under tremendous
pressure to keep revenues up. To do that, you
raise CPMs or add more commercials. That
will come back to haunt a network or two.
There's nothing to say that network TV is a
must -buy."

All agree that NBC will again be the bell-
wether network. "NBC is going to drive the
market, followed by Fox," said one buyer.

Agency media executives agreed that ABC
has by far the most challenges to overcome in
the 1997-98 season. "The biggest uphill battle
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ont will reap $6 billion

is ABC getting back on track," said Bill
Croasdale, president of national broadcast for
Western International Media.

ABC has been struggling, particularly in
the pivotal 18-49 demographic, amidst aging
hits and flops, the biggest being Arsenio Hall's
return to television. ABC will likely lean heav-
ily on its Sunday -night Disney movie fran-
chise. The Sunday slot will carry a number of
Disney blockbuster titles, classic Disney films
and contemporary originals and will be hosted
by Disney chairman Michael Eisner.

Moreover, ABC needs to impress the
advertising community, but ABC's new
entertainment chief Jamie Tarses did little to
that end during March development meet-
ings, said those who attended. The ABC pre-
sentation was the briefest of any network's,
including the netlets, and lacked the razzle-
dazzle that usually characterizes these meet-
ings. Media buyers who attended said Tarses
seemed uncomfortable meeting with the ad
community.

Fox may try to broaden its demos to appeal
to a slightly older and more upscale audience,
but buyers said the network's success will
remain with an 18-49 demo, with an emphasis
on 18-35. "Fox is not going to broaden its
audience," said Croasdale. "They're going

back to their core audience. Too many viewers
were jumping to the WB and UPN."

CBS' Abruzzese said he's mainly selling
the 25-54 demo in the upfront and is competi-
tion with NBC, less so ABC and hardly at all
with Fox. The network will also try to broaden
the demo to include younger viewers. CBS
recently snatched the sitcom Family Matters
from ABC to build a family -targeted block.

Challenges for NBC include inventing
another "Must See" TV night to mirror its
dominant Thursday night. The network also
has to be careful not to drop shows that could
benefit competing networks. "NBC has the
additional pressure that if they drop a show
that's performing marginally well, will it be
picked up by their competitor and used to
damage them?" said Betsy Frank, executive
vp, director of strategic media resources for
Zenith Media.

For JWT, Ford Is Job One
Agency creates buying unit to handle car maker's national media
CLIENT STRATEGIES / By Michael Biirgi and Tanya Gazdik

ord Motor Co. made a major shift in
its national media buying strategy last
week by creating Ford Motor Media,
just in time for the upfront season.
The last of the Big Three domestic
auto companies to create its own

media buying powerhouse, Ford has consoli-
dated some $700 million in national clout at
J. Walter Thompson.

Though the move had
been in the works for a
while, Ford's new director
of corporate advertising
and integrated marketing,
David Ropes, engineered
its creation upon arriving at
the company six weeks ago.
The unit will house all

national TV and print buy-
ing for Ford, Lincoln-Mer-
cury, Jaguar and Mazda.

"We believe we have
enough clout to be in one
unit," explained Ropes, who
came over from a similar
position at Reebok. "However, it doesn't
make sense unless you own it yourself."

Ford now joins the club of car companies
creating their own buying operations:
Chrysler Corp. is represented by BBDO's
PentaCom unit and General Motors media
is handled by Interpublic's GM Mediaworks.
Of the three buying units, only PentaCom
handles planning.

FMM will be head-
ed by Bob Mancini,
who most recently was
J. Walter Thompson's
senior partner/director
of print buying and now
becomes senior partner
and executive director.
"I needed a terrific
organizational person
who's cognizant of all
media aspects," said
Ropes of Mancini.

Mancini's realm
includes oversight of all
national media for the
Ford division, Lincoln-
Mercury division, Ford
customer service divi-

sion, Ford corporate

Mancini, long
maven, takes

advertising, Jaguar North America and Maz-
da Motors of America. Planning and creative
will stay put at each entity's brand agency:
JWT for Ford division; Ogilvy & Mather in
New York and Detroit for Ford corporate,
customer service and Jaguar; Young & Rubi-
cam, Detroit, for Lincoln-Mercury and Foote

in Los Angeles for Mazda.
"The essence of each

individual brand strategy is
maintained," explained
Mancini, whose 25 years in
the business includes media
director positions at both
JWT and DDB Needham,
as well as a variety of sales
and creative positions. "But
on the buying side, you can
cross-pollinate brands
where it works in every-
body's interests."

Two of three direct
reports under Mancini have
already been named. Cindy
Stacy, a buyer at JWT, will

head up national TV buying as senior part-
ner/director of national broadcast, and Tom
Johnson, also from JWT, becomes senior
partner/director of national print. Mancini
said the third position overseeing new media
operations has yet to be filled. The person
who has been handling national TV for the
Ford brands, Ron Frederick, JWT USA's
senior partner/director of national broadcast,

will handle those duties
for the newly

announced JWT/
O&M media alliance.

The corporation's
spot buying, $214 mil-
lion in 1996 (according
to Competitive Media
Reporting), will for
now remain with the
brand agencies. Spot
buying for the Ford
Division, roughly $80
million that is now
handled by JWT, will
be shifted over to
FMM. Ropes said
consolidating all spot
at FMM was under
consideration.

Cone & Belding

Ford's print
over at FMM.

THE BIG PICTURE
Ford Motor Co. Ad Spending, 1996

(in millions, rounded off)

Network TV $336

Magazines $283

Spot Television $294
Cable TV $ 47
Newspapers $ 76
Syndicated TV $ 8

Nat'l. Newspapers -- $ 19
Outdoor -- $ 5

Nat'l. Spot Radio -- $ 10
Sunday Mags -- $ 3

TOTAL: $1,081

Sources: Competitive Media Reporting; Magazine
Publishers of America
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rent signal. Similarly, NBC's KNBC,
channel 4 in analog, was assigned digital
channel 36 and a signal that will cover
81.8 percent of its current signal. CBS'
KCBS, channel 2 in analog, drew digital
channel 60, with 84.3 percent coverage.
Conversely, KABC, analog channel 7, was
assigned digital channel 8, with 95.5 per-
cent coverage.

The FCC allocations are based on
measurement of delivery and potential
interference for a new digital signal within
each service area, taking into account the
station's transmitter location, power and
antenna height. The mixed terrain and
sheer urban sprawl of greater Los Angeles
present particular problems for the digital
signal, which is adversely affected by
changes in elevation. There are similar
terrain problems in Salt Lake City, which
also has three stations-NBC affiliate
KSL (ch. 5 to 36, 75.6 percent); CBS affil-
iate KUTV (ch. 2 to 34, 75.3 percent); and
ABC affiliate KTVX (ch. 4 to 38, 77.5
percent)-with projected reach declines
of one -quarter of the current signal area.
Other affected markets include Washing-
ton, D.C.; Las Vegas; Honolulu; and
Reno, Nev. -Michael Freeman

Top -Level Shakeup Expected

At TCI Programming Unit
Tele-Communications Inc. is expected to
soon make some top-level executive
changes in its programming department.
TCI is said to be talking to several indus-
try executives-including top program-
mers of some rival multiple -systems oper-
ators-about a new position above Jedd
Palmer, who currently runs the TCI
department as senior vp of programming.

TCI executives declined to comment,
although one high-ranking executive con-
firmed that changes are coming. One of
Palmer's lieutenants, Renae Pogh, a vp of
programming, recently left the company.

TCI came under fire last December
when the company took a very hard line
with several networks, dropping some
major channels including A&E, The
Nashville Network, MTV and VH1 to
make room for services that were paying
TCI up -front incentive fees to get
launched. In several cases, the channels
were reinstated. Leo Hindery, who be-
came president of (continued on page 8)

'Conan' Is 'Under Evaluation'
CNBC chief doesn't sweat show's low ratings or infomercial glut
CABLE NETWORKS / By Michael BUrgi

The road much traveled by Bill Bolster
has taught him not to worry. Even if a
high -visibility prime -time program on
CNBC (Conan O'Brien) is underper-
forming, so what?
And what about that

unfulfilled promise to ban in-
fomercials from CNBC? It was
possibly "an impetuous
thought," Bolster admitted in
an interview, attempting to ex-
plain away the fact that
CNBC's infomercial hours
have actually increased 3.5
hours per week since he took
over as CNBC president in
1995. Bolster's rationale for the
gain: The infomercials run in
less -viewed and less -expensive dayparts on week-
ends and provide a valuable source of revenue for
program development.

Critics assert that CNBC's road has a few
potholes that are quantifiable, either through
ratings or hours. But Bolster, an affable execu-
tive with some 30 years of broadcasting and
cable experience, does well paving over any
rubble tossed his way. Indeed, he welcomes the
criticism; he says it means that competitors
like Fox News Channel and CNNfn are wor-
ried about CNBC as business news leader.

But while CNBC's prime -time ratings are
up 30 percent overall from last year, Late Night
With Conan O'Brien is in a rut in its 10 p.m.
slot. Since Conan began running last Decem-
ber-episodes are delayed one month to molli-
fy NBC affiliates-CNBC's ratings have con-
sistently fallen, both in households and in

Bolster stays the course.

demographics. Conan retains only about one-
fourth of its 9 p.m. lede-in, Geraldo. CNBC's
across-the-board weekday ratings have also
begun to sag from 6 a.m. to 6 p.m.

Bolster admitted that rat-
ings slippage is a problem. He
added that Conan's tenure on
CNBC is "under evaluation,"
but he pointed out that the
show was also brought on to
diversify CNBC's prime -time
lineup, not just to deliver rat-
ings. "Conan has done exactly
for CNBC-with the excep-
tion of ratings-what I envi-
sioned happening," said Bol-
ster. "That is, to break up and
add a new element to CNBC

that had nothing to do with the genre we were
perceived as having. We identified the [ratings]
problem. But gentlemen and executives don't
argue-they strategize."

As for the drop in daytime ratings-the
network's bread-and-butter-Bolster points to
NBC's success in early morning. The net uses
CNBC programming and just might be draw-
ing viewers away, he asserts. CNBC is never-
theless profitable on $98 million in ad revenue
alone, Bolster asserts. That means that the net-
work's $82 million in affiliate revenue is gravy.

Bolster said he eventually wants to rid the
network of infomercials. That could not come
too soon, as far as cable operators are con-
cerned. But he dismissed the criticism, adding,
"We're continuing to take the money we're get-
ting from infomercials and investing it to cre-
ate even more value for the cable operators." III

Hearst Goes Up for Rebound
Black touts strong first-quarter ad -page growth at several titles
MAGAZINES / By Jeff Gremillion

Hearst Magazines president Cathie
Black in the past two weeks has
conducted a series of interviews
vv:..h the trade and consumer press
to trumpet her titles' recent suc-
cesses. SmartMoney, Sports Afield

and Redbook are up for National Magazine
Awards this week, and many Hearst books are

ahead in ad pages this year from a mostly disas-
trous 1996 first quarter. "There's been a very
significant turnaround," Black told Mediaweek.
"Our business is absolutely great."

In noting the ad -page growth, Black cited
Hearst's fiscal first quarter (February through
April) figures, which are more impressive than
PIB's data for the calendar first quarter. Still,
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TCI in January, has been highly critical of
the way the company handled the channel
realignments. -Michael Biagi

3 of Top 5 Outdoor Firms

Make Bids for 3M Media
Several major outdoor advertising compa-
nies have made bids for Minneapolis-
based 3M Media, the U.S.' third -largest
outdoor concern. The winning bid is ex-
pected to be close to $1 billion. Interested
parties include three of the top five out-
door firms-Outdoor Systems, Eller Med-
ia and Universal Outdoor. Analysts expect
Outdoor Systems to emerge the winner.

"Whoever buys it," said James Marsh,
an analyst with Prudential Securities in
New York, "will probably spin off some
business to resolve cash -flow issues."

3M officials declined to comment.
Dan Simon, president of Universal Out-
door, said his company had not heard any
news as of late last week. "They haven't
announced the winner, and I'm not con-
vinced that, when they do, it's going to be
us," Simon said.

The one top -five outdoor firm that has
not made a bid is Baton Rouge, La.-based
Lamar Outdoor. 3M is a big -market com-
pany, while Lamar primarily is a player in
small -to -midsize markets. -Mark Hudis

AErE, ESPN Had Least Ad

And Promo Clutter in 1996
Of the major ad -supported cable net-
works, A&E and ESPN had the least clut-
ter in 1996 and Discovery Channel and
the Weather Channel had the most, ac-
cording to the annual Television Commer-
cial Monitoring Report.

The report, released last week, is the
result of monitoring 19 cable nets for one
day last May and one in November. In
May, A&E registered 12:16 minutes per
hour of clutter (advertising and promo-
tion) time, followed by Nick with 12:33.
At the top end was Discovery, which ran
17:49 minutes.

November had ESPN with only 10:30
of clutter per hour, followed by A&E with
13:27. The Weather Channel ran 17:49
minutes. Nets on the lower end of the clut-
ter scale included Headline News; Family,
MTV and Country Music Television were
on the high end. -Michael

through March, PIB shows
ad -page growth of 12.2
percent for SmartMoney;
Town & Country was up 29
percent. Both books have
remained strong perform-
ers, even as some other
Hearst titles plummeted
in pages last year after the
company's controversial
ad -rate hikes and rate -
base cuts of late 1995.
Cosmopolitan, which re-
ceived enormous press
attention earlier this year
as editor Helen Gurley
Brown stepped aside, was
up 29.7 percent in ad pages
through March, according to P1B.

Other hot Hearst books include Marie
Claire, up 16.2 percent. Good Housekeeping,
whose ad pages plummeted 24.9 percent in '96
(a $54 million revenue decline), was up 3.4 per-
cent in first-quarter ad pages. (Hearst's fiscal
first-quarter figures have GH up 20 percent.)

"This company was prepared for the impact
that the circulation and rate strategy would
have," said Black. "Some of this is playing catch-
up. But when you think of Good House up 20
percent, that's not just a leveling off." The
Hearst president said the titles have benefited
from "much more strategic selling."

Black: "Much more strategic
selling" is paying off for Hearst.

But not all of Hearst's
arrows are pointing up.
Editorially adventurous
Harper's Bazaar was flat in
pages for the first quarter,
while rivals Vogue, W and
Elle soared. Esquire's num-
bers continue to slide; it
was down 17.2 percent in
ad pages, according to PIB.

Black said that Esquire
"is beginning to turn
around." While maintain-
ing her support for editor
Ed Kosner, she also noted
art director Robert Priest
and editorial director Ran-
dy Rothenberg's roles in the

recovery effort. By October, Esquire will look
"how Esquire is supposed to look," Black vowed.

Pressed about reports of low morale among
Esquire staffers-and about her own alleged
lack of editorial savvy-Black stiffened. "Let's
get off Esquire," she snapped. "I have been
involved with editors for 20 -some -odd years. I
move very comfortably among them."

Reflecting on her first 16 months at the helm,
Black said that her "challenge...was to put a very
dynamic face out to the advertising and market-
ing community." Her priorities now are "to
deliver profit and to make sure all of our titles
are performing to their peak performance." 

50 Seconds Over WCBS-TV
Struggling N.Y. flagship adopts a just the facts' approach to news
LOCAL TV / By Claude Brodesser

Imagine a fire in Brooklyn. Two people
dead, with family and friends left griev-
ing and speechless. For the television
street reporter, there's a desperate dead -
I ine search for a quote from someone,
anyone, to sound -bite the package with

the stale "It's normally a quiet neighborhood."
"We're not going to do that anymore," said

Bill Carey, news director of WCBS-TV. Bor-
rowing a page from radio's trademark for giv-
ing quick bursts of news, Carey and his boss,
vp/general manager Bud Carey (no relation),
on May 11 will introduce newscasts featuring
"more news in less time, every time."

Faced with perennially dismal ratings-
WCBS' 5-6 p.m. newscast, for example, got a
lowly 3.7 rating/8 share in March-the Carey
team has abandoned the traditional formula
of voiced -over, quote -filled pieces. Instead,
WCBS expects to tell most news stories in 50

seconds or so. The overhaul follows a series of
focus groups that told WCBS a "just -the -

facts" approach was needed. Abiding by that
mantra, news director Bill Carey examined
the operation. He changed anchors. Veteran
Entertainment Tonight correspondent Jerry
Grant, for one, will anchor the 5:30 p.m.
newscast. A half -dozen reporters have been
added and, sources said, $4 million has been
spent to open five suburban bureaus, buy a
new helicopter and build a new set.

"I hope the changes help them," said a
New York spot buyer who requested anony-
mity. "It sounds like the changes they're
making might attract an upper -income audi-
ence. It'll be hard to build their audience
with Geraldo [as a lead-in] at 5 p.m.," the
buyer added, citing intense viewer loyalty to
The Oprah Winfrey Show on New York
news -ratings leader WABC.
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MEDIAWEEK's
Plan of the Year Competition

IT'S TIME TO RECOGNIZE MEDIA PLANNERS' CREATIVE
CONTRIBUTIONS TO SUCCESSFUL ADVERTISING CAMPAIGNS

For the fifth year, Mediaweek will honor media plans for their creativity and
effectiveness in achieving client's marketing goals. Enter your best plan by May 9
and your group could be winners. Winners will be featured in a special section in
Mediaweek's June 16 issue and will be honored at an awards ceremony.

OUR DISTINGUISHED PANEL OF JUDGES WILL SELECT PLANS OF THE YEAR

IN ELEVEN CATEGORIES:

1 Best Plan For Campaign Spending More than $25 Million

2 Best Plan For Campaign Spending Between $10 Million and
$25 Million

Best Plan For Campaign Spending Between $1 and
$10 Million

Best Plan For Campaign Spending $1 Million or Less

5 Best Use of National Television

6 Best Use of Local Television

7 Best Use of Magazines

8 Best Use of Radio

9 Best Use of Newspapers

10 Best Use of Out -of -Home

11 Best Use of New Media

For further inquiries, please call Alexandra Scott -Hansen at Mediaweek, (212) 536-6537
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Any US advertising agency media department, media buying service or in-house
advertising agency or media department may enter. All plans under execution between
May 1, 1996 and April 30, 1997 are eligible.

ENTR Y DEADLINE
Entries must be postmarked no later than May 9, 1997.

Please follow the format below:

PARTICIPAN TS
Please list all individuals involved in this project f-om all areas of the department.

BACK GROUND
Discuss any background information/situation analysis relevant to set the
stage for the program description. This could include a marketing
problem, business opportunity, competitive situation, etc.

PR OJECT/PL A N

DESCR IPTION
Please identify specific project plans with a concise description of their
nature and execution.

What results or client objectives did this program deliver?
Are there any tangible results from this project? You may include client
feedback, sales results, and other research studies.

Please explain why you believe this entry to be a winner.

DOCUMENTATION
Include documentation such as a copy of the media plan, examples
of the execution, etc. and any testimonials demonstrating the
successful results for the client. In order to properly categorize your
entry, be sure to indicate category number based on spending on
your entry and type of media used.

JUDGING CRITERIA
Innovative nature of the concept, tactical approach, creative use of
media, effectiveness relative to the objective.
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Goodbye, National Launch?
Buena Vista Television is game for test runs beyond the traditional

TV PROGRAMMING / By T.L. Stanley

There are more than a few ways to
launch a TV series, and Buena Vista
Television is trying them all these
days. Walt Disney Co.'s Buena Vista,
which focuses primarily on syndicat-
ed fare, this summer will launch a

remake of the classic game show Make Me
Laugh on cable's Comedy Central. Laugh is the
second recent direct -to -cable project for the
studio, whose Wink Martindale-hosted Debt
game show was picked up by Lifetime for that
network's early evening schedule.

Buena Vista's strategy is to let the shows
build an audience during their cable runs-
which already is happening with Debt-and

A Make Me Laugh contestant takes on guest comic
Kevin Meaney (center) and host Ken Ober.

then take them into syndication. The cable
channels will be partners in the syndicated
runs, which will begin after a series spends a
year or so on cable. Buena Vista is planning at
least two other direct -to -cable launches of
game shows.

"The whole big national [syndication]
launch is becoming antiquated," said Michael
Davies, senior vp of programming for Buena
Vista Productions. "It's not so much in our
strategy anymore."

Davies said that it is more effective to test -
run a show prior to a full national launch in syn-
dication. Buena Vista is following a similar stra-
tegy with its new drama, Vital Signs. Though
Vital Signs has scored respectable numbers on
ABC as a midseason replacement at 9 p.m. on
Thursdays (beating its time -slot predecessor,
Murder One), the series might not return to the

network's schedule in the fall. But it could have
a good life in syndication. "You have to have a
smart launch strategy," Davies said. With Vital
Signs, "you can go to network prime time in
order to get to syndication."

While it once would have been considered
impossible, shows now can jump from cable to
broadcast; Politically Incorrect has helped forge
the way. The show, which originated on Come-
dy Central, now is pulling in strong late -night
numbers on ABC.

The game -show market has not been good
lately in syndication. Columbia TriStar's much -
touted Dating GamelNewlywed Game hour is
languishing in the ratings, and planned remakes

of Card Sharks and Match
Game were scrapped be-
fore they launched. But
Disney executives think
Make Me Laugh is special
enough to break through.

A favorite of a number
of Disney execs for many
years, Make Me Laugh
came to the studio by way
of Ron Ziskin, who had
the rights and is one of the
show's executive produc-
ers. The show, which pre-
mieres in June, will air
weeknights at 7 p.m. Its
basic premise remains the
same as in previous runs
(Laugh appeared on ABC
for a few months in 1958,

and an updated version aired in syndication in
1979). Three comedians trot out their schtick
for a contestant, who tries not to laugh and wins
money for every straight-faced second.

In the new version, more rounds have been
added and members of the studio audience will
participate. Comics now face the audience so
that they can see people responding to their
routines. Former stand-up comic Ken Ober (of
MTV's Remote Control) will host. "It's two-
thirds stand-up and one-third game show," said
Andrew Golder, Laugh coexecutive producer.

With most of the comedy showcases from
the 1980s now gone, Comedy Central was look-
ing for a different way to present stand-up
comedians. Make Me Laugh's format "makes
the comedians distill their acts into short joke
moments," Ziskin said. "They have to be fun-
ny inside of 60 seconds."

TV STATIONS

ABC has named Steve Burke to the
new post of president of broadcasting.
Burke, previously executive vp of ABC,
assumes responsibility for ABC's 10
owned -and -operated stations; the 21 -sta-
tion radio group; and ABC parent Walt
Disney Co.'s domestic syndication unit,
Buena Vista Television. Burke's experi-
ence is primarily at Disney; he has little
experience in broadcasting. Burke
worked for Disney for 10 years and as vp
for consumer products helped launch
the popular Disney Stores line. He left
Disney in March 1996 for Capital
Cities/ABC to coordinate Disney's
acquisition of Cap Cities along with Bob
Iger, ABC ceo. ABC broadcasting divi-
sion heads who formerly reported to
Iger will now report to Burke. Burke is
the son of Dan Burke, the longtime
chairman of Capital Cities/ABC who
retired three years ago.

Allbritton Communications' WBMA-
TV in Birmingham, Ala., is facing a
flurry of local protest over its decision
not to air the April 30 episode of Ellen,
in which Ellen DeGeneres' lead charac-
ter will reveal that she is a lesbian. The
Washington, D.C.-based Human Rights
Campaign has called the ABC affiliate's
decision a "deprivation of viewers free-
dom to choose." Kevin Snow, an orga-
nizer for the gay rights group
Birmingham Pride, is continuing to
lobby the station and has booked the
5,000 -seat Birmingham Civic Center for
a satellite feed of the banned broadcast.

Americans do not believe political ads
to be informative and they don't support
free political airtime for candidates, a
national survey has found. Sponsored by
PROMAX (the international association
of promotion and marketing executives
in electronic media), the April 10-13
survey also found that 60 percent believe
that forcing stations to give free air time
to politicians is a bad idea. Also, 83 per-
cent of the 1,009 respondents indicated
that they received the most valuable
information on candidates from tele-
vised debates (36 percent), newscasts
(30 percent) and public affairs/interview
programs (17 percent); only 6 percent
cited paid advertising.-Claude
Brodesser
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How would outdoor companies cope with the potential federal

prohibition on billboards advertising tobacco products?

Tama Starr
President
Artkraft Strauss
"Not to be ungrateful to our friends in
the tobacco industry who stuck with
us through thick and thin, but we're
all sold out and we've got customers
all over the place banging down the
door saying, 'We sure would like that
Newport spectacular [along the East
River in New York City] if Newport
doesn't want it anymore.' But let's
say the ban took effect tomorrow.
Then we'd have to scramble to chase
copy and we'd have
some downtime while
we create new artwork
and re -paint. It would
cause some very short-
term inconvenience.
And by the way, I'm in
favor of the First
Amendment. I believe
products that are legal
should be allowed to
advertise. It's a basic
freedom."

Daniel Simon
President
Universal Outdoor Holdings
"We believe we'll
recoup 70 percent of
the lost revenue [from
tobacco advertisers]
within two quarters.
Normally, during those
two quarters we'd antic-
ipate maybe a 7 to 9
percent growth rate,
but if the ban takes
effect, we'd drop to
maybe a 4 or 5 percent
growth rate. So we would

"Tob acco

companies are

sophisticated

buyers-they

occupy very high -

profile inventory-

and I don't see any

real financial fallout

from a ban. I wish

our investors felt

that way."

Kevin Reilly Jr.
CEO

Lamar Advertising

continue
to grow, even through a ban. That's
because tobacco dollars are in key
locations-they are high -profile
boards. The industry represents 10
percent of our revenue, but only 3
percent of our space. Our medium is
an attractive alternative for advertis-
ers in many categories that have pre-
viously used other media. If high -visi-
bility locations become available, we
expect these advertisers to be even
more interested."

James Marsh
Media Analyst
Prudential Securities
"It's an issue, but it's relatively imma-
terial. [For the outdoor business,
tobacco is] about 10 percent of rev-
enue, and it's going to take a while to
phase this out. A lot of the costs are
variable, so cash -flow implications will
be less than 10 percent. Timing is also
an issue. The industry will take a hit
and then, a year [later], revenue levels
will be back to normal. The tobacco
business has been a declining part of

the outdoor business
anyway. It's dropped to
10 percent from 30 per-
cent in 20 years."

Kippy Burns
VP of Communications
Outdoor Advertising
Association of America
"Most people in the
industry feel it would
hurt to lose the tobacco
business. However,
everyone also seems
positively inclined to
replace the business
over the long run. What
people are really con-
cerned about is not hav-
ing enough time to pre-
pare for a loss of this
magnitude. If [the ban]
happens by federal leg-
islation, we'll have
ample time to prepare.
If the outdoor compa-
nies decide to do this
voluntarily, there's more
trouble. The problems

arise because the tobacco companies
often buy long-term contracts in what
we call "prime time" locations. But the
good news is, because they buy long-
term contracts in choice spots, their
rates are often discounted, so any new
customers may pay premium price [for
these previously discounted spots]."

Mediaweek welcomes letters to the editor. Address
all correspondence to Editor, Mediaweek, 1515
Broadway, New York, NY 10036 or fax to 212-536-
6594 or e-mail to bgloede@mediaweek.com. All
letters are subject to editing.
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Former ABC honcho

Fred Pierce and

his two sons are

making a name

for themselves

in TV movies

HOLLYWOOD
Betsy Sharkey

A Well -Connected Family
The Absolute Truth, a two-
hour drama that CBS will
air (on April 30 at 9 p.m.)
as the May rating sweeps
begin, is a truly twisted
tale of sexual -harassment
charges levied against a
presidential candidate and

the media's insatiable thirst for the story. Starring
Jane Seymour as a TV news producer whose ethics
are constantly challenged, each time it seems as if
all the villains have been uncovered, there's yet
another layer of deceit.

On May 11, the $13 million production of 20,000
Leagues Under the Sea, starring Michael Caine as
Captain Nemo, begins its four-hour, two-day run on
ABC. The period piece, a massive undertaking that
took more than four years to develop and shoot, will

The Pierce Saga: (from left) Keith, Fred and
Richard took separate professional paths, then
found themselves in business together.

examine more of the Jules Verne novel on which it is
based than either the Oscar-winning 1954 film pro-
duced by Disney or NBC's recent two-hour, looser
adaptation. Both TV films were produced by the
Frederick S. Pierce Company, which is trying to
define itself as one that consistently delivers high-

quality and usually highly rated projects. It is why
during a single sweeps, two Pierce-produced projects
can be found, and on competing networks.

Founded in 1991 by Frederick and his two sons,
Richard and Keith, the Pierce Co. immediately
became a player. Not that many years earlier, the
elder Pierce, who serves as company chairman/ceo,
was running the ABC network-the sort of position
that gets your phone calls returned in a hurry even
after you've left it.

But the idea for The Pierce Co. began more than
20 years earlier during the heart of Pierce's tenure

at ABC. His sons, Keith and Richard, who both
carry vice president titles and oversee the creative
arm of the company, were teenagers then. They
talked about working together someday. But they
would all go their separate ways within the busi-
ness before finding themselves drawn back to-
gether as a family business.

"We've had a lot of experience collectively in
the medium," says Fred, "having worked in it,
worked for it, and supplied it." Pierce spent 30
years at ABC, being named president of ABC
Television in '74, then serving as president/ceo of
ABC Corp. from '83-86.

So, growing up in the Pierce household was an
education in the television industry. "We've been
doing this for so long," says Richard. "Having
seen so many pilots, having so many discussions
about the business, starting from Saturday -morn-
ing animation when we were kids to prime -time
schedules, and we were also going to movies and
talking about them."

Keith and Richard watched and listened as
their father talked about the fragmentation of the
industry and then acted on his theories by spear-
heading ABC's investment in the ESPN, A&E
and Lifetime cable channels.

While at ABC, Fred Pierce launched the ABC
Motion Pictures division, which produced such hit
feature films as Silkwood and Prizzi's Honor. When
Pierce was directly overseeing the network's enter-
tainment, sports and news division, which he did

= for 10 years, the network produced such legendary
miniseries as The Thorn Birds; Winds of War; Rich
Man, Poor Man; and Roots. He officially stepped
down from day-to-day duties on the morning ABC
and Capital Cities merged in 1986, though he
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43. Married.

"Soon, you'll buy your energy in
a box off-the-shelf at Wal-Mart."

Born with electrons in his blood.
Fourth generation to work at Missouri
Public Service. Apprentice lineman at 13.

"What could be more fun than
climbing a 100 ft. utility pole?"

Rejoined company after college. CEO
by 32. Embraced deregulation when
others resisted. Transformed Midwest
utility into diversified energy company,
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solutions across U.S. And in 5 other
countries. Introduced industry's first
national brand, EnergyOne. 1995.

"I want to do to the electron what
Kellogg's did to the cornflake."

$4.3 billion in sales, 1996.

Started reading Forbes as a
business major at SMU in 1972.
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HOLLYWOOD

Ethics swirl around
Jane Seymour and
Bruce Greenwood in
The Absolute Truth.

remained on the board for
another two years before
hatching plans for his own
production company. In
the meantime, his kids
were learning to fly on
their own.

Initially, Keith went
into the production side of
the business, first at the
Glen Larson Co. at Fox,
where he worked on
shows such as The Fall
Guy. Then he spent four
years at Viacom as direc-
tor of current program-
ming and drama develop-
ment.

Richard opted to act, a
career that included films (Space, Masada and Din-
er); television, where he had guest spots in various
series; and theater. He segued from actor to produc-
er in 1983 when he joined Martin Tahse Productions.
A year later he went to Disney's TV development

Sy always said I was complex...on the
verge of thought. Vapid. That's good,
isn't it?" says one would-be actress. If

for nothing more than this delicious slice

The Backlot...
of Hollywood, Rocket Pictures' Cannes
Man would be worth the rental.

But there's more.
The direct -to -video docu-parody was

shot on location during last year's
Cannes International Film Festival and
packaged to hit retail shelves this June,
when Cannes celebrates its 50th anniver-
sary. The film tracks a bet made by leg-
endary producer Sy Lerner, played by
Seymour Cassell, to prove that he can
take anyone and make them the hottest
thing going at Cannes.

Despite the loose script and less -than-

exceptional filmmaking, Cannes Man
serves up moments of clarity about The
Business, how it functions and how it can
be. At its best, Cannes Man is an engag-
ing satire and a good companion piece to
Robert Altman's The Player or parallel
to Spinal Tap.

division, before jumping to Weintraub Entertain-
ment, where he was vp of comedy development, and
then on to Ron Howard's Imagine Films, where he
was vp of creative affairs for the television division.

By 1991, Pierce was ready to formalize the pro-
duction company he envisioned. Money Train, star-
ring Woody Harrelson and Wesley Snipes and ulti-
mately made by Columbia, was a concept that began
and was developed by the Pierce Co.

First out of the block was the 1991 thriller, Dead-
lock, for HBO. Starring Rutger Hauer, Mimi Rogers
and Joan Chen, it became the highest -rated HBO
original movie at the time, a distinction held for five
years. Next came the black comedy The Positively
True Adventures of the Alleged Texas Cheerleader-

Murdering Mom, starring Holly Hunter and Beau
Bridges, again for HBO. The 1993 film won three
Emmys, including best actress for Hunter and best
screenplay for playwright Jane Anderson.

The Pierce Company, only six years old, has
already produced projects for HBO, NBC, ABC and
CBS, and its last four network movies were all sched-
uled during sweeps weeks.

Success, says the elder Pierce, has come from

Besides its two other stars-
Francesco Quinn, who plays courier -

turned -hot -commodity Frank Rhi-
noslaysky, and Rebecca Broussard as
Lerner's wife-the film is helped along

Cannes man: John Malkovich
makes a cameo appearance

by a huge number of cameos by accom-
modating real players, from film produc-
ers to studio execs to stars to press,
including Hollywood Reporter editor
Alex Ben Block.

Though it's a kick to watch the
stars-including John Malkovich, John-
ny Depp, Dennis Hopper, Treat Wil-

liams and Lara Flynn Boyle-doing par-
odies of themselves, the best bits are
mock interviews with real -life studio
execs and producers, such as Tinseltown
legend Robert Evans, who tells a great
story about the making of Cotton Club.

For those who have never been to
Cannes-"where deals get made, pro-
ducers get laid and stars get paid"-
Cannes Man is not a bad snapshot of the
festival. Awful as the biz may be por-
trayed, some will see the movie and still
want to be there.

For the annual "100 Dumbest Things
Hollywood's Done Lately," pick up the
May Movieline. Predictably, making the
list this year is the industry's current
favorite target, former super -agent
Michael Ovitz. Movieline zings Ovitz
with a record eight entries. But their
better lines are the non-Ovitz barbs, like
No. 3: "Entertainment Tonight anchor
Bob Goen told TV Guide that former
ET anchor Leeza Gibbons is 'one of the
remarkable women of the 20th century.'
And this gem, at No. 18: "Twice-

divorced Sylvester Stallone asked the
Pope for permission to marry his preg-
nant girlfriend, Jennifer Flavin, in the
Sistine Chapel."
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their own sensibility in picking projects. "We like to
pick unique premises and go against the grain," says
Pierce, and from the kind of working atmosphere that
comes from keeping it all in the family.

"The egos are at a minimum," says Pierce. "The
old man doesn't have anything to prove, having done
it."

Though they divide duties, a project gets the go-ahead

only with a unanimous vote of confidence from all three.

Richard's years in production taught him that "A
lot of things that are good get crushed, and for the
wrong reasons," he says. "People are in service of
themselves moving forward as opposed to moving
projects and material forward. What helps us is
because our names are on this is a very different way,
there's a different type of attitude. We disagree and

fight and have our
arguments, but the
goal is getting things
made because it's our
survival."

"The pressure for
results [within tradi-
tional corporate struc-
tures] also forces com-
promising choices to
be made," says Keith.
"Quality suffers when
you're doing things
like casting whoever's
hot at the moment,
just to get it made."

Though the three
divide duties, the
process of taking a
project from concept
to reality remains flu-
id. Fred Pierce han-
dles most of the busi-
ness from New York,
where daughter Lisa

o Hartman pitches in on
gf, the company's finan-

cial side.
Richard and Keith

are on the production
front line. Though one

brother will tend to take the lead on a particular pro-
ject, they talk constantly so that the other can, and
will, step in at a moment's notice. Whether or not a
project gets the go-ahead, though, requires a vote of
confidence from all three.

The idea for Witness for the Execution, for exam -

Michael Caine gives
Captain Nemo a ride.

ple, was one that Keith had for years.
"I remember pitching it to Fred a long time ago,"

says Keith. "Finally, I sat down and put it on paper.
Then we set on the journey of trying to sell it."

Witness, which was about an execution that is
broadcast live on a pay -per -view venue (and earned
writer Thomas Baum the 1994 Writers Guild award

for best original teleplay), first aired on
NBC. By the time Witness was made, the
company had the resources to not just pro-
duce but own the properties as well. They
had all stood by and witnessed how well
Deadlock did in both foreign and video mar-
kets for HBO and they wanted to find a way

to finance their films so that they were not cut out of
that money stream.

It has proven to be a smart move. A case in point
is the afterlife of Witness. Rarely does a television
movie make it onto the premium cable channels. So
it was unusual when HBO bought the cable rights to
Witness, which it will put on the air later this year.
The Substitute Wife, a period piece, aired first on
NBC, then later was sold to Lifetime. All the Pierce
projects have also been sold to foreign markets and
to video.

Essentially the strategy is to develop ideas they
like, then find the right home for them, whether it's a
movie theater, network or cable channel. The Pierce
Co. currently has a drama series in development with
Fox for midseason next year or the '98 fall season;
several movies in the works for CBS; a project at
TNT, again with playwright Anderson; another being
written by Rama Stagner, who cowrote the film Blue
Skies (for which Jessica Lange won an Oscar); and a
dozen more things in the pipeline.

One element that has helped the Pierce projects is
that they develop for the theatrical as well as the tele-
vision market.

"20,000 Leagues began as a feature spec script,"
says Pierce. "As we got into the story, it was much big-
ger and broader, and the beauty of the miniseries is
that you can bring a lot more depth to a subject. That
attracted a lot of feature -film talent-Michael Caine,
Mira Sara, Brian Brown, Patrick Dempsey. And
because we're developing for both [film and televi-
sion], we're talking to talent in both worlds; one can
feed into the other."

But at the heart of every project is the idea and the
execution. Pierce says that he and his sons are drawn
to the unusual. If an idea doesn't have a distinctive
point of view, they will likely pass.

"Witness for the Execution and The Substitute Wife
were two totally different premises, both fiction in a
world where only nonfiction movies were being
made," Pierce says. "We're not a mass -production
shop and will never be. By keeping a tight control on
quality, we can choose and select what we want to do
and we choose very carefully."



IT'S

NOT SO MUCH

A VIEWERSHIP

AS IT IS A

CONGREGATION.

Overstatement? Hardly. Consider the cable
company that took The Weather Channel of

the air until the angry masses forced them t
reverse their action. Fact is, TWC is one of th

most religiously followed channels on all

LTHE
WEATHER
CHANNEL

.weathe

cable television. People watch us an average

of almost 18 minutes at a time - that's longer

than they watch CNN. Not surprising, since
CNN reports on the activities of man, while we

report on the activities of, well, you know who.

Source: Nielsen Special Length of Tuning Analysis December 15 M -F 6:00am -10:00em. Qualifications available upon request.
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count all
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No doubt you know that Direct Mail lets you precisely

measure return on investment. You know exactly how many

responses you're getting for every dollar you spend.

But you get more than financial information. Because

Direct Mail enables you to test your message privately,

and evaluate it empirically-
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before your competition ever
1111111or'

gets wind of it. In turn, you're able to sharpen and refine your

marketing strategy. What's more, you can identify your most

profitable customers and reach them far more efficiently.

The bottom line is Direct Mail helps your marketing

communications work harder and more cost -efficiently.
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WILL SUSAN NESS

BECOME THE NEXT

FCC CHAIRMAN?
portscasters are forever talking about some
top athlete who makes a mistake, thereby
"leaving the door open" for a "hungry"
competitor who was otherwise destiied for a
second- place medal. That scenario easily

describes the situation on the eighth floor of the FCC. A
combination of missteps, entrenchment over controversial
issues, stubbornness, irascibility and what some kinder
critics call "well-intentioned lunacy" have left FCC
Chairman Reed Hundt a leader with no followers. In the
past six months, he's been the lone proponent of several
key issues, outgunned by his fellow commissioners three -
to -one. Vulnerable, isolated and increasingly openly
annoyed with the challenges to his authority, Hundt is
rumored (sometimes by his own staff) to be looking for
an exit. His behavior has left the proverbial dool ajar. And
who has emerged to kick it wide open? A fellow Democrat,
a woman who might once have been voted least ikely to
take over: Susan Ness.

Is Ness "hungry"? It's safe to say that until a few
months ago, Ness didn't even have an appetite. In the
open warfare of the FCC, with veteran Commissioner Jim
Quello battling Hundt, and the volatile Rachelle :hone
pumping out mortar fire, Ness seemed to be happy with
her "observer" status.

But that has changed dramatically in recent months.
Ness has become the Great Dealmaker, working quietly
for compromises and putting her foot down firmly when
she gets ticked off. Suddenly Susan Ness is managing the
action at the FCC and producing results. She's doing it
all without any help from her former mentor on the FCC,
Chairman Hundt. In fact, she's doing it in spite cf him.
And the potential has not gone unnoticed in Hundt's
office. A staff aide there, after the last-minute deal on
digital TV, whispered, "I wonder who's been say ng
"Chairman Ness" to her?"

By Alicia Mundy
photos by Martin Simon/SABA



FCC 's Susan
Ness: "I like to
work behind
the scenes,"
she says, but
that is not to
be mistaken for
"quiet."
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Ness debuts interac-
If there's one habit that tive ClassLink with

marks Ness' work to date, it's Hundt and Gingrich
her willingness to go to the
experts on technology when seeking solutions. On digi-
tal TV, she went to the techno-geeks before she agreed
to any conversion timetable. "You have to understand
the technology in order to understand the industry's
concerns," she says.

"She worked against incredible odds to achieve a
compromise so that the digital spectrum could be allo-
cated," says Richard Wiley, former FCC commission-
er. "She has learned the technical problems involved.
She has become an enormously positive force at the
FCC on digital TV and other critical issues."

"She has become an enormously positive force at the FCC

for digital TV." former FCC commissioner Richard Wiley

"I do want to see this developed as rapidly as possi-
ble," says Ness. "And I think it's going to happen faster
than expected, once consumers see the product." In
the meantime, she acknowledges the rift, between the
TV manufacturers and the computer industry.

"Now, now, they'll be fine," she smiles, sounding
like a schoolteacher who has just pulled two 12 -year-
olds apart on the playground. "In the marketplace,
both sides will work out their own form of detente. We
won't have to step in to break it up."

That's because, as Ness describes it, there's been a
paradigm shift. "There's been a change, a switch from
the lawyers, government people, political types now to
the business people. At last, this (digital TV) is a busi-
ness development and marketing issue. We-the
FCC-step back now."

Business development was Susan Ness' turf for
almost a decade. A corporate lender at the late Ameri-
can Security Bank, she specialized in loans for media
companies, telecommunications expansion, TV sta-

tions, wireless projects. When she was nominated
for an FCC vacancy in the spring of 1994, her con-
firmation hearing was so low-key that some
staffers on the Commerce committee forgot her
name. She had been a fundraiser for the Clinton
campaign in 1992, and knew Bill and Hillary. But
she was not presented as a Clinton -Gore insider
the way Hundt had been advertised. No, Ness
would quickly become "the other Democrat" after
Hundt. Ness, it was anticipated, according to a
longtime FCC staffer in one of the Commission-
er's offices, would be along "to rubber-stamp
Reed. That's what we were led to expect. And
that's how Reed's staff viewed her. She was their
automatic second vote." She came on board in
June, 1994, and for the next 18 months or so kept
such a low profile that reporters routinely forgot to
mention her when listing the five members. But
Ness wasn't vegetating-she was germinating. "I
don't like to work in public. I like to work behind

the scenes," she says.
But don't confuse 'behind the scenes' with 'quiet.'
In private, Ness has taken "direct discussions" to a

new level. In several memorable encounters late last
year and throughout January, Ness let Hundt and his
staff know, in no uncertain terms, what she thought of
the Chairman's White Paper on the future of FCC pol-
icy. Normally a White Paper, hardly the most earth -

shattering matter, is produced after confabs and
lengthy language dissections among the Commission-
ers and their advisors. But in his usual lone -wolf style,

Hundt produced a White Paper all on his
own, and presented it to the Commission last
fall, apparently hoping for a fait accompli.
Quello and Chong immediately dissented.
But, surprisingly, so did Ness, and in top vol-
ume. Not only had Hundt ignored the other
members, he had brushed off some critical

issues with generic testimonials. In particular, on the
matter of spectrum management, he went off on a tan-
gent about economic theory which sent the former
banker, Ness, into a tizzy. "Reality" matters more than
theory, she told Hundt, according to several people at
the Commission.

In a speech a few months later to the CTIA (Cellu-
lar Telecommunications Industry Association), she
reiterated her frustration with politicians who let eco-
nomic theory drive decisions such as DTV, where tech-
nology and engineering should be the key elements.
"Would you drive your car across a bridge designed by
an economist?" she asked as the audience laughed.
Afterwards, a CTIA official nudged her. "I take it that
your speech was your answer to Hundt's White Paper,"
he said. "You can take it that way if you so desire," an
aide says she replied. Meanwhile, facing a 3-1 vote,
Hundt withdrew his White Paper, and it was reissued
as a staff idea paper under others' names.

The White Paper brouhaha came during a battle
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In a co plicated world,
you need the power

You've got a great product and a great story to tell. But attaining
a winning share of voice with your customers in today's media
landscape is more difficult than ever. To grow your business
effectively in this fragmented environment, you need the power
of NBC. Our primetime programming delivers as many of your
targeted customers as the top 20 cable nets combined. And in
addition to being the leading broadcast network, we hold a 44%
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over HDTV standards. Hundt was holding up a stan-
dards agreement when Ness came to the rescue, sending
out a letter asking both computer- and TV -makers to
work out their differences. "There has to be some regu-
latory certainty," she says of her actions. "We came up
with rules with flexibility." She was praised by the
NAB, members Congress and other commissioners for

"Some duopolies have been helpful. . .But I do wonder whether

allowing a station to double up serves the public interest."

her work. "I think she did a terrific job getting that
compromise," says Quello. "She worked hard. She con-
sulted with people who knew technology. And she
talked with her commissioners here first."

But as Ness was garnering bouquets, a few staffers
in Hundt's office were sticking her with thorns. Some
reporters were told, confidentially, that Ness' "help"
would actually slow the DTV development. She had
overstepped herself, one suggested. In fact, Ness began
pulling away from Hundt about a year ago, on his then -

favorite issue: children's educational TV "Broadcasters

applaud her lead in
guiding the FCC
toward rational com-
promises on children's TV and digital TV," says NAB
president Eddie Fritts. While Ness supported getting
more from broadcasters, she blocked Hundt's move for
more quantifiable air time for those programs. That,
says a veteran FCC advisor, was when Ness began to

flex her muscles. "I think that's when she began think-
ing in terms of her future at the FCC," the aide adds.

Ness says relations with Hundt are fine, thank you.
"We have serious discussions about the issues. He
knows when I disagree. But he's fun to work with." As
for the digital duel, she says, "He wanted a more rigor-
ous rollout schedule, and I wanted one that was more

reasonable from the standpoint of engineer-
ing. What's important is that he joined with
us." As for stories during the last frantic days
that Ness was forced to flush out Hundt from
hiding places, such as the lavatory, she
demurs, laughing, "No, I don't remember hav-
ing to tackle him outside the men's room to

get him to talk. But we did have to work on him." "She
had to dig him out," says a Ness staffer.

Now in the spotlight, Ness will play a crucial role in
the upcoming debate on cross -ownership and duopolies,
set for June. Cautiously, she begins, "There are some
duopolies that have been helpful. And I consider LMAs
duopolies. But I do wonder whether allowing a station
to double up serves the public interest . . .My biggest
concern is the attribution"-the regulatory definition of
what percentage of financial interest constitutes owner-
ship-rules. I mean, it's fine to relax ownership rules-

that's the front door. But if you do that, then close
the back door. I want to cut back on unattribut-
able interests. Right now, radio LMAs are an
attributable interest, and TV isn't. So make them
both attributable, but change the duopoly rule."
And don't forget, she adds, "The broadcasters are
divided on this, too. On the knotty issue of liquor
ads on TV, Ness takes a middle road veering from
Hundt and Quello. 'I do think the FCC has juris-
diction. It's perfectly reasonable to me to look into
this, do an investigation. But," she says, "that
doesn't presume a particular outcome, or a new
rule -making." She notes with a grin that Congress
has suddenly clammed up on the incendiary issue
of liquor -ad hearings. "Yes," she purrs, "That's
just dropped off the map, hasn't it?"

Though Ness is certainly on better terms with the
NAB than Hundt these days, she has slammed them,
too. "Even in public forums, I've told them how fool-
ish they look, fighting us on everything. "Are these
what you're proud of?" I've asked them about some
of their prime -time programs. Their attitude on chil-
dren's TV was very disappointing. It's like they were

Ness says Hundt is "fun to work saying, "I'll take a shower but I won't use soap." The
with," but often, says a staffer, NAB must listen when Ness talks like that because,
"she had to dig him out." like other politicians, lobbyists and reporters, they

suspect they may be dealing with a Chairman in
Waiting. Ness knows her sudden popularity might fade
quickly. "Washington is a town of myths," she told CTIA.
"Our press corps here regularly creates and then shatters
myths." Yes, but it's a great game among Washington play-
ers to say you were present at the creation.
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By Jeff Gremillion

Guest shot: Cusack gives 'Discover' a boost in Grosse Point Blank

Turning scientific Disney's Big Bang
research into

pop culture

has become a

winning formula

for 'Discover'

Headlines shout about the first hard evidence of life in outer

space, and movies about space aliens obliterate box-office

records. News anchors discuss the first successful cloning

of an animal, and popular TV characters such as those X-

/7le,s feds deal with similarly surreal matters. Science, both as real life

and tall tale, is sexier than ever. And Disney Publishing's critical and

commercial science star, Discover, is cashing in. "Scientific discover-

ies are fast and furious," says Paul Hoffman, president/editor of Dis-

cover. "Science is cool, and it's cool to a large group of people. When

I started here in 1987, the image peo-
ple had of science was a collection of
nerds with slide rules and pocket
protectors. That has all changed."

Even film heroes read Discover-
like John Cusack's high-tech hitman
in the current hit Grosse Pointe
Blank, from Disney's Hollywood
Pictures studio. Next January, Dis-
cover will turn up in Ktippendotis
Tribe from Disney's Touchstone Pic-
tures, starring Richard Dreyfuss.

Aside from its its big -screen ap-
pearances, Discover's star is rising in
other ways. During the last three

years, the monthly's ad revenue has
tripled (to $3.7 million in 1996) and
its circulation rate base has shot up
20 percent (to 1.2 million). Discover
recently earned a spot on Adweek
Magazines' hot up -and -corners list
for the fourth year in a row. On tele-
vision, the weekly Discover Magazine
Show is one of the highest -rated pro-
grams on cable's Discovery Channel.
The title's medical technology col-
umn is the basis for Vital Signs, the
new ABC drama from Disney's Bue-
na Vista Television.

Time Inc. started up Discover in

1980, the year the first space shuttle
was launched. Three other general -
interest science titles also launched
that year-Science Digest, Science
80 and Omni. All four books strug-
gled with how to package their heady
subject matter for a mass consumer
audience. At Time, Discover "ran
away from science," Hoffman says.
"They tried to find the quirkiest sub-
jects and skewed the magazine to-
ward that. They would do an article
on the science of throwing darts in a
bar-the aerodynamics, the effects
of alcohol on your throwing."

Only Omni and Discover sur-
vived the '80s. (Omni, published by
Bob Guccione's General Media,
folded two years ago.) In 1991, Dis-
ney bought Discover from Family
Media, which had acquired it from
Time Inc. in 1987-the year Hoff-
man came on board. "I said, 'Let's
write about what research scientists
are up to,- recalls Hoffman, who is
said to be a candidate for a new cor-
porate post at Disney Publishing.
"The problem with doing real sci-
ence is the jargon. But the ideas, the
big questions-is there life elsewhere
in the universe?-are really fun to
think about. We have to strip it of jar-
gon. When scientists speak of a rhi-
novirus, they don't mean a big zoo
animal has a stomach ache. They
mean the common cold." The May
Discover probes such big questions as
what happens inside a molecule and
the prospect of colonizing Mars.

Circ and ad revenue for the more
intellectually bent science maga-
zines-including five -time National
Magazine Award winner The Sci-
ences and the 152 -year -old Scientific
American-have been relatively flat.
Times Mirror's gadgets book, Popu-
lar Science (circulation 1.8 millon),
has also been holding steady.

Discover is up for a National
Magazine Award this week, for gen-
eral excellence in the over 1 mil-
lion-circ category. Then in May,. the
title sponsors its own awards event,
the Technology Awards at Disney's
Epcot Center. The awards honor the
scientists behind the year's most
important technological advances.
"In a different age, you knew the
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OFF -NETWORK PROGRAMMING:

A PRIME OPPORTRITY

FOR ADVERTISERS
Syndication is a powerful
programming medium that
provides TV stations-and
viewers-with some of
America's most popular
shows. In addition to
some 140 first -run series,
it's also the primary after -
market for the top network
programs. In fact, off -net-
work programming, with
its high ratings and young
skewing demographics, has

long been one of syndication's most successful genres. It
is only in recent years, however, that advertisers have
had access to this popular form of programming on a
national basis.

In the past, off -network shows were only available to
spot advertisers, because stations paid cash for the shows

and controlled all the commercial inventory. In 1988,
however, The Cosby Show changed all that by including
national barter time in each episode. Since then, barter
inventory has increasingly become a standard feature in
the sale of off -network series. Today, virtually all off -net-
work shows airing in syndication contain minutes avail-
able to national advertisers.

Because a network series must run a minimum of four years
before it can be syndicated, only the most popular network
programs make it to syndication. Tried and true programs,
such as Roseanne and Home Improvement, act like some of
the best consumer brands, allowing extension of the prod-
uct into syndication by bringing their loyal network viewers
with them. They provide the local stations with quality
"brand names" that cut through an increasingly cluttered
television landscape.

Over the years, local stations have purchased off -network
series to counter program older -skewing local and national

May TheFour BeWith You.
FOF. ADVERTISER SALES CONTACT
NEW YORK 212.556.2520
OR CHICAGO 312.494.2975



shows. Since these programs typ-
ically deliver high ratings, desir-
able young audiences and strong
advertiser demand, the local sta-
tions tend to schedule them in
one of their highest -rated day -
parts, Monday -Friday 6-8 p.m.
Furthermore, off -network shows
afford Fox, UPN and WB affili-
ates the advantage of jump-start-
ing their primetime schedules
with great lead-in programming.

More and more national advertis-
ers have discovered that they can supplement their
primetime schedules by investing in high -rated off -net-
work series. For example, GAA ratings and national
coverage for Home Improvement (11.7) and The Simpsons
(7.6) compare favorably with the 9.1 combined season -
to -date average primetime rating for ABC, CBS, NBC
and Fox.

"By re -expressing some of their prime weight into off -
network programs, advertisers secure a known, branded

environment-the same
as that available in net-
work prime," says Tim
Duncan, executive direc-
tor of the Advertiser
Syndicated Television
Association. According to
a new ASTA Cume Study,
early prime advertisers
obtain reach potential
that's equal to network
prime. Major marketers

who take advantage of this
powerful reach vehicle, in
part by investing in off -net-
work programming, include
General Motors, Bristol-
Myers, Gillette, Grand
Metropolitan, Kellogg and
McDonalds.

This fall, off -network opportu-
nities for advertisers will con-
tinue to expand with shows
like Frasier, Grace Under Fire,

Boy Meets World, and Livin'

Single. In addition to these daily sitcoms, the 1997-98
season will see the debuts of some of television's most
popular hour dramas. Set to air in weekend access and
late fringe are The X -Files, NYPD Blue and Walker, Texas

Ranger. The supply of off -network hits will continue to
grow as we look beyond the next broadcast season,
with Friends, E.R. and New York Undercover, among oth-

ers, scheduled to make their syndication debuts.

"Syndication has for years had some terrific opportuni-
ties available to advertisers with first -run program-
ming," says Marc Goldstein, executive vice president
and managing director at GM Mediaworks. "With
shows like Home Improvement and
Seinfeld also available, there are
more opportunities. This isn't a
brand new phenomenon, but it's
one that's growing and improv-
ing," he says. "It enables syndica-
tion to offer advertisers more high-
er -rated programs, more diversity
and more opportunity."

ADVERTISER SYNDICATED
TELEVISION ASSOCIATION

Comments? Call ASTA
at (212) 245-0840

i 997 Steven tioeheo Prod
Twentieth Century Fox Film
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Writers' Block

A sample of great writ-
ing from a recent issue:

"He put a series of chill-
ing, indelible images on
the screen-not just the
Holocaust picture -post-
card 'Wish you were
here' from Auschwitz
but a strange spectacle
of pain more akin to the
Theatre of Cruelty than
the Hollywood image
bank of Nazi iconogra-
phy that Spielberg him-
self has glibly exploited
in his Indiana Jones
series. Nothing in his
other pictures, except
perhaps the darkest
moments in Empire of
the Sun and Indiana
Jones and the Temple of
Doom, had prepared us
for this. This was a new
Stephen Spielberg, one
who had truly shed his
Tinker Bell wings and
was just as inclined to
sprinkle ashes as fairy
dust on his creations."

-Peter Biskind
on Schindler's List,

'A 'World' Apart,"
Premiere, May

11.4621nik
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Iconography:
Their logos are
similar, but
the U.S. title
(right) has a
much different
perspective.
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Magazines

names of the Thomas Edisons, Hen-
ry Fords and Alexander Graham
Bells," says Hoffman. "Our event
calls attention to the unsung heroes
of our age." Winners will be featured
in the magazine and see their work
brought to life as Epcot exhibits.

The Name Game

Two Icons Duel

On the Newsstands
Shakespeare asked, "What's in a
name?" The finer points of the
Bard's logic apparently are lost on
the folks at two titles called Icon.

The highly publicized U.S. men's
book Icon, which launched last
month, isn't the only Icon on the
block. A 4 -year -old gay magazine
based in Toronto also uses the name.
The books' logos even favor each
other a bit-both are a light Roman
typeface, all caps. Only about 20,000
copies of the 60,000 total circ of the
gay Icon reach the U.S. But the two
magazines have appeared side -by -
side at some New York newsstands.

"There has been some confu-
sion," says Mitchel Raphael, editor
of the Canadian title. He says that
publicists and other sources he deals
with sometimes think he is repre-
senting the new U.S. title. "They say,
'I didn't know Icon was a gay maga-
zine,'" Raphael says. The editor
notes that the cover "hunks" make
his Icon distinctive.

David Getson, founder and pub-
lisher of the new U.S. title, put his
lawyers on the case. "They sent us a
letter about six months ago that said
we had to stop using the name be-

cause we were
infringing on
their trade-
mark," said
Steven Minuk,
publisher of
Canada's Icon.
Minuk has
proceeded un-
deterred. "I
am not all that
concerned. I

don't think

60 SECONDS WITH...

Spencer Beck
Appointed last week as editor of Los Angeles

Q. 'Los Angeles' editors have not had a long
shelf life lately. You are the first new editor
since Disney moved 'Los Angeles' into the
Fairchild group. What's different now? A. When

Fairchild chooses someone, they are behind that person 110 per-
cent. Q. What are your plans for 'Los Angeles'? A. We're going to
make the look of the magazine a bit more provocative. We're going
to use cutting -edge photographers. We're going to get an art direc-
tor at tie very top of the profession who will bring a fresh look to the
magazine. There will be a significant redesign-over time, not all at
once. Q. More Hollywood? More Kurt Andersen -style edgy jour-
nalism? A. We're going to do more Hollywood. We should cover
every aspect of the movie business better than anybody else. And
we're going to do the hard -edged stories as well. Q. As the former
features editor of W', you're probably squeamish about being seen
as 'W West', but what about fashion? A. We'll probably do a bit more
fashion. The California fashion perspective is different from New
York, and we're going to do it. But we'd be fools to go in and make
a city magazine a fashion magazine. Q. 'Shabby Chic' interiors guru
[and former 'Buzz' style editor] Glynis Costin has been named the
first creative director of 'L.A.' Will we be seeing lots of design fea-
tures with white slip covers and distressed amoirs? A. I don't see
doing .ust rooms for the heck of it. If there's someone interesting
living in an interesting room, that's something I would consider. L.A.
is in the forefront of new architecture and young designers and
artists, and I plan on covering all of it.

they have a case." Getson could not
be reached for comment.

Both men's mags actually are
Johnnies-come-lately to the Icon
handle. A 5 -year -old Milestone
Media comic book, published
monthly in partnership with Time
Warner, is also called Icon. (The
superhero for whom the comic is
named is a black Republican from
outer space.) Execs of the Canadian
Icon say that lawyers for the Time
Warner comic also have requested
that the book change its name.

Everest Climb Revisited

Lessons Learned

On a Mountaintop
Last summer, no fewer than six
magazines-Life, Men's Journal,
Newsweek, Outside, Vanity Fair and
Vogue-ran cover stories or major
features on the Mt. Everest tragedy
in May that claimed the lives of
eight climbers. Entertainment Week-
ly ran a story about all the stories.

Now, a year later, three books

have returned to the disaster, in
which both professional guides and
their amateur clients died. The May
cover stories of both Outside and
Wenner Media's Men's Journal are
Everest aftermath pieces. The April
25 issue of Time Inc.'s EW includ-
ed a long feature on John Krakauer,
the Outside contributing editor who
survived the fateful climb and re-
cently published a book about it.

"There have been bigger collec-
tive tragedies in mountaineering, but
nothing like this," says Men's Journal
editor John Rasmus about the story's
lasting magnetism. "The idea of real
people risking their lives in adven-
turous pursuits takes on a new reali-
ty. In our story, you get the perspec-
tive of people who have been willing
to roll the dice, and you hear how
they feel now."

The Outside piece is a Q&A be-
tween editor Mark Bryant and Kra-
kauer. "No other article in the mag-
azine's 20 years has prompted the
reaction this piece has," reads the
intro to the new article, referring to
last year's cover story. "It's a story
that won't go away."
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NETWORK TV
Rob Kaplan has been
named director of drama
series development and vp
of nontraditional program-
ming at CBS. Kaplan comes
from UPN, where as director
of programming since 1994
he was involved in develop-
ing Star Trek: Voyager, No-
where Man and Malcolm &
Eddie. He will develop new
drama series and alternative
prime -time programming
for CBS.

PRINT
Sean Flanagan has been
named publisher of Rodale
Press' Men's Health. Flana-
gan had been the title's as-
sociate publisher since May
1996. Jeff Morgan, the
book's current publisher,
has been named worldwide
publisher. Flanagan joined
Men's Health in 1993 as ad
director; prior to that he
was New York ad manager
for Playboy...Scott Omel-
ianuk has been promoted to
senior editor for style at GO.
Omelianuk had been a staff
writer at the magazine since
1991. He is currently the edi-
tor of the book's "Elements
of Style" section and writes
its "7th Avenue" column...
Richard Dee Jr. has been
named advertising director
at Appellation. Dee had
been corporate sales direc-
tor at Conde Nast Publica-
tions.

SYNDICATION
Buena Vista Television has
promoted Janice Marinelli
to executive vp of program
sales. Marinelli, who was
senior vp since 1992, will
continue to oversee sales to
broadcast syndication, basic
cable, pay -per -view and pay
television and adds duties of
overseeing BVT's research
and marketing departments.

The Media Elite
BY MARK HUDIS Edited by Anne Torpey-Kemph

April Rains on Editors'
n glorious fashion, April has
once again lived up to its
reputation as the cruelest

month-for some high -profile
magazine editors, at least. This
year's victims of heavy April
showers: Vogue's Anna Wintour
and the National Review's John
O'Sullivan.

Wintour was
"used" by the animal -
rights group People
for the Ethical Treat-
ment of Animals for
its Fashion Week
bash in New York
earlier this month.
The activist group,
longtime Wintour
detractors because of
Vogue's pro -fur con-
tent, sent out party
invitations with a
highly unflattering
likeness of the editor
holding a copy of
"Morgue" magazine.
The depiction was so
unflattering that
Wintour's lawyers
dashed off a note to
PETNs Dan
Matthews, claiming
the group had violat-
ed the editor's right
of privacy and threat-

ening legal action. The unflap-
pable PETA gang sent back a
note of its own, saying that
Matthews was unavailable
because he was "having his legs
waxed" and that "your client
sounds easily rattled. I do hope
this news doesn't push her over

the edge."
A representative for Vogue

said that Wintour declined
comment on the invitation but
that the magazine's position is
"pro -fur. We value fur advertis-
ing and we feature fur editorial-
ly." Wintour had a taste of anti -
fur furor several months ago,
when a dead raccoon was
thrown onto her plate by an

animal -rights activist
at a luncheon at New
York's Four Seasons
hotel.

Meanwhile, in
New Haven, Conn.,
earlier this month,
the National Review's
O'Sullivan was tak-
ing flack and the
occasional body blow
at Yale University
over his magazine's
March 24 cover
depicting President
Clinton as a buck-
toothed, slant -eyed
Asian in coolie garb.
After delivering a
speech at the Ivy
League institution,
O'Sullivan was
mobbed and hit by
angry students. His
reaction, according to
The New York Times,
was to go out for
champagne. -MAH

for
PETA'S

Fashion Week
bash

4

The fur is flying over this irreverent invite.

Jacko Parlays Persian Gulf Stint Into Print Profits
While CNN "Scud
Stud" Arthur Kent
glowed like a meteor

during the Persian Gulf war, fel-
low correspondent Charles
Jacko maintained a lower pro-
file. But Jacko's moment has
come, with the fulfillment of a
lifelong dream. Jacko, who hosts
a daily, topic -driven talk show

on St. Lows' KMOX-AM, has
just signed a two -novel deal with
Ballantine Books.

"I wanted to be a novelist
since I was 12," says Jacko. "When
I was with NBC [as a reporter]
and CNN, I was too busy cover-
ing wars, riots, David Koresh and
every other damn thing."

With his new, more -regular

schedule, Jacko has found the
time. He has finished Dead Air,
the story of a Gulf War corre-
spondent investigating chemical
weapons cover-ups and murder.
Live Shot, featuring the same
character embroiled in South
American intrigue, is about half
written, says Jacko. Both books
are due out next year. -MAH
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Your Best Source For Every
Di ital MarketingNeed

If you want to sell on the Net, reach first for
ADWEEK's Directory of Interactive Marketing '97.
The largest, most complete resource of its kind, it
contains data on thousands of companies bringing
clients to the Net and other digital platforms.

Clients can use it to locate specialists to help
broaden their World Wide Web franchises. Agencies
can use it to form alliances with independent shops.
Suppliers can use it to better assess their competition.

Readers can instantly access information about
Web site authorship and developer accounts ... and
quickly locate the companies with the most

experience. Every imaginable resource is listed - ad
agencies, Web site developers, software and hardware
manufacturers, CD designers, online services, graphic/
video design firms, consultants, leading media providers,
top brand advertisers, much more.

Each section provides the names of leading
companies, their expertise and scope, top personnel and
the Web sites they've built - along with other digital
products developed for clients. Expertly organized and
cross-referenced by state and by site, this invaluable
reference saves you hours of research finding the
names you need in the world of digital marketing.

Call Toll -Free
1 (800) 468 2395
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If you've been using "that other
reference" you'll be pleasantly
surprised how much more user-
friendly ours are. Listings are
arranged so you can find all the
data you need the first time. You
can search by brand, by agency,
by company name. And if you're
not sure what you want, there are
indexes to help you search by
geographical location, by category,
by type of business or type of
media. Backed by the worldwide
resources of BRANDWEEK,
ADWEEK, and MEDIAWEEK,
no other source offers you this kind
of editorial authority. Oh yes ...

one more thing. Please note the
price difference between us and
"that other reference."
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Call Toll -Free
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RESU LT!
Waste
effort.

A single media rep delivering half the Web.

Sound efficient?

SOFTBANK
Interactive Marketing Inc.

MAKE your PRESENCE KNOWN.
REPRESENTING COMPUSERVE, HOTMAIL, LOOKSMART, LYCOS, MSNBC WEATHER BY INTELLICAST, NETSCAPE,
PLAYBOY, T V GUIDE ENTERTAINMENT NETWORK, THE SITE, WEBCHAT BROADCASTING SYSTEM, AND ZDNET.

( 8 8 8 ) 9 3 2- 4 7 4 6 I OFFICES WORLDWIDE I WWW.SIMWEB.COM
© 1997 SOFTBANK Interactive Marketing Inc. Estimate was derived from a special tabulation of PC Meter data from the December 1996 survey period for SOFTBANK Interactive
Marketing, and represents unduplicated reach potential of home -based, Web -active persons. SOFTBANK Interactive Marketing's reach estimate is based on sites represented as of 2/28/97.
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@deadline
Explorer Required
To boost its Internet Explorer
Web browser, Microsoft has
started a campaign, from
agency of record Anderson &
Lem bke, in which Web sites
create content that can only
be seen using an IE browser.
An IE-only game on NBC's
Homicide site appeared last
week. Banners running on the
Web point to the promotions.

New Sites for Petry
Petry Interactive has signed
three new clients as sites on
its ad -sales network: The

Globe, USANet and Reuters on
Yahoo! Petry now counts over
100 sites since the network
launched March 1.

Spring Promo Breaks
Volkswagen of America and
K -Swiss wrapped up college
Web promotions last weekend
with customized sweepstakes.
VW focused on Norfolk, Va.,
area colleges; K -Swiss chose
eight universities in the South-
east and Midwest. The auto -
maker dangled a chance to win
a free Trek mountain bike; K -
Swiss offered up to 10 pairs of
its athletic shoes to the winner
of an on-line tennis tourney.

PointCast Audit Coming
Michael LaNer, president of
the Audit Bureau of Circula-
tions, announced an alliance
with PointCast to audit
content broadcast over its
network. The effort marks the
first time this kind of infor-
mation-as opposed to static
Web pages-will be verified.

For s a I e: analog broadcast licenses, heavily used but in reasonably good condition

after 50 years. Bids due in 2002. Hundreds of million of users now; cannot guarantee future

demand, And now how much would you pay? No wonder the broadcast nets are crying on

the outside, laughing on the inside, about their swap of analog for free digital rights. The

FCC's spectrum auction bonanza hit a rough patch last week, since spectrum space will expand

much more rapidly than consumers (or advertisers) will pay to use it. -Eric Garland

World Wide Women's Web?
New Sites Prepare to Launch
By Anya Sacharow

The health and parenting categories on the
Web are about to see three new high -
profile entries. Gruner +Jahr, publishers

of Parents, Family Circle and Fitness, will
make its Internet debut this fall with a parent-
hood Web site. CondeNet, Conde Nast's on-line
publishing unit, will add a new
women's health site called Phys,
to appear at www.phys.com this
spring. And the Better Health
and Medical Network, now on
America Online, will launch this
summer on the Web as part of
the iVillage network in addition
to remaining available on AOL.

A few major names currently
dominate these potentially lucra-
tive categories, including Hearst
New Media's HomeArts
(www.homearts.com), Time Inc.
New Media's Thrive on Path-
finder (www.pathfinder.com), and
the Women's Wire network (www.women.com).

"We'll continue to see competitors," said i-
traffic's Eric Valk -Peterson, account lead and
strategic planner for HomeArts. "There are
a lot of advertisers seeking to reach women.
Right now there's a limited field out there.
The audience is growing. The battle is on."

Sarah Chubb, president of CondeNet, said
the Phys site was still under construction,
but noted the company would use what it

CondeNet's Chubb: health site Phys

to work out in crowded category.

learned from building Epicurious (www.epi-
curious.com). Epicurious launched in Sept.
1995 as a food and travel site, drawing on the
publisher's Gourmet and Conde Nast Travel-
er magazines. Now the largest CondeNet site,
Epicurious registered about 4 million page

impressions in March.
"Our audience is 85 percent

female," Chubb said. "For women,
utility, ease of access to the infor-
mation and community are what
make it worthwhile. 'Men use
technology as a toy and women
[use it] as a tool' is a little old. But
we go on that. We don't use tech-
nology for technology's sake."

The Better Health and Med-
ical Network on AOL gets about 4
million monthly visitors (70 per-
cent female), according to AOL.
On the Web, Better Health will
use iVillage's chat software and

alliances with search engines to generate traf-
fic. "We think the Web now is an extremely
profitable business," said Allen Douma, med-
ical director for Virginia -based Better Health,
which is privately owned. "We're hearing
advertisers say [they] have money earmarked
for on-line advertising in 1997." Its AOL
advertisers include Oxford Health Plans,
Glaxo, Berlex Labs, Schering-Plough and fit-
ness equipment maker Webflex. 
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'Simon & Schuster Interactive is planning
to launch a network of educational Web
sites called Edscape on May 6. The inter-
face design and positioning was devel-
oped by Frankfurt Balkind, New York.

(Online sports publisher InterZine is
expected to launch a new mountain bike
Web site in early May, most likely to be
called iBIKE. Separately, InterZine's
flagship site, iGOLF (wwwigolf.com) site
has doubled its page views, from 80,000
per day to 166,000, since a redesign in
April. iRACE (wwwirace. com), Inter-
zine's auto racing site, logged 1.7 million
page views in March, its first full month.

'Tritium Network, a new Internet service
provider based in Cincinnati, is expected
to launch a service this week offering
local consumers free Internet access.
The company plans to derive revenues
from advertising sales of 30 -second
"spots" that use its own push technology
called Ad -Path. Tritium hopes to sign
110,000 users in 11 cities by October.

'Digital Planet, Culver City, Calif., has
won an assignment to redesign the U.S.
Postal Service Web site.

INetCount, Los Angeles, and BPA, New
York, announced an alliance last week to
hold joint seminars on the subject of
Internet audience measurement and
research. The seminars will target
agency media buyers.

11CondeNet said banners promoting its
Web sites Epicurious Food, Epicurious Travel
and Swoon realized click -through rates of
52 percent, 35 percent and 32 percent,
respectively, in recent campaigns. The
banners ran on Web sites StarChefs, The
Weather Channel and Infoseek.

Poppe Tyson Interactive Hong Kong has won
an assignment from NBC Asia to create the
network division's initial Web site.

'Correction: The URL for the IBM -
created Web site for the 1998 Winter
Olympics to be held in Nagano, Japan, is
www.nagano.olympics.org.

Agency Shifts Rumble
Through Silicon Valley
BY LAURA RICH - Signifying a trend away
from the standalone CD-ROM as a mar-
keting tool, Poppe Tyson earlier this month
laid off more than 20 people from its Moun-
tain View, Calif., office and halted all devel-
opment of CDs that are incompatible with
the Web. "The revenue is shifting from one
base to another," said Tom Wharton,
Poppe Tyson Interactive president, of the
cutback. Wharton said more clients have
requested Web -based campaigns.

Although the agency will continue to
create CD-ROMs, they will be based on
Web programming language and tied to a
site on the Web. Previously, its CD-ROMs
were developed in proprietary software
formats. "All of our clients are asking us
to convert," noted Wharton.

Poppe's shift comes some six months
after its acquisition of Animated Systems
& Design, which produces CD-ROMs for
the sales and consulting markets. Most of
the layoffs hit former Animated staffers
absorbed into the agency last fall.

Wharton insisted the change does not
mean an abandonment of software develop-

ment, citing the hire of Ed Tobin as the
West Coast office's first technology direc-
tor. Tobin comes from Eagle River Interac-
tive, where he was senior technology direc-
tor. In New York, Poppe hired Preston
Bealle, a former J. Walter Thompson exec-
utive, as director of on-line advertising. To
boost profits in its interactive unit, Poppe
hopes to move toward long-term client rela-
tionships rather than rely on project work.

Another leading Silicon Valley agency,
CKS Group, also has restructured in
response to changing market conditions.
This month, it dissolved its CKS New
Media division, which had launched last
fall to house CKS Interactive, CKS Pic-
tures and CKS Enterprises. The last two
units continue on their own, while some 80
staffers from CKS Interactive were moved
out of their Cupertino offices and reas-
signed, mostly to positions in CKS Group.

"From a client's perspective, there
isn't any change" in personnel, said
CKS chief executive Mark Kvamme.
"It's just like someone took the baffles
out of the engine." 

Not Available in any Store:
The Cure Tries Net Sales

BY BERNHARD WARNER - With a conspicu-
ous lack of fanfare, British rock band The
Cure is using its Web site as the sole distri-
bution point for its newest
release, Five Swing Live. The
Web -driven marketing and
sales of the CD-bypassing the
band's current label, Elektra
Records-is unique, according
to music and Web analysts.

Five Swing Live was made
available April 21, the birth-
day of Cure frontman Robert
Smith. Sales of the CD are
intentionally limited to the
first 5,000 customers. Out of
the expected $75,000 in pro-
ceeds, 25% will go to the
International Red Cross, said
Bob Goodale, president of Natron, a New
York -based Internet content publisher that
specializes in music and entertainment
sites. Natron developed the David Bowie
site, which last year offered the first single
release exclusive to the Internet.

Goodale emphasized the Web release
is a test venture by The Cure done more
to reward loyal fans than to determine
whether the Web is a viable distribution

Web -only rocker Smith.

outlet. And the tiny sales target is likely
meant to keep Elektra from getting
upset. Still, the Web orders should give

the band insights into its fans'
E demographics, Goodale noted.

While major record labels
§ all use the Web to promote
g their releases, the Internet is

becoming an increasingly
important marketing vehicle
for unsigned bands. Sites like
J -Bird Music and SonicNet
enable Web surfers to sample
the music of obscure acts.

The low household penetra-
tion of the Internet hampers
its current distribution capa-
bilities, said Mark Hardie, a
senior entertainment and

technology analyst for Forrester
Research. Even if on-line music orders
take off, it's unlikely an artist or band
would break from a major label to try a
record release on its own, Hardie added.
Smaller record companies, however, could
flourish on the Web as they add Internet
fulfillment operations. The Cure CD
order fulfillments are handled by Online
Business, Stamford, Conn. 
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Sony's College
Web Try

As college students head into the final
stretch of the spring semester, Sony this
weekend kicked off its "Final Distraction"
promotion to tempt them away from their
studies and onto its Web site, The Station-

Sony.com. "I believe promotions are as
important to drive traffic to The Station'.

as the site's content
itself, said Steven Yee,
vice president of mar-
keting for Sony Online
Ventures, New York.
He likened the intend-
ed frequency of Sony's
Web blitz to McDon-
ald's and its monthly
Happy Meal promos.
The next effort will be
a summer program
courting garners.

Among the lures of
Final Distraction are
contests involving
American Airlines, an
original advertiser on

The Station. Giveaways include an
UltimAAte Final Distraction, a grand
prize of free round-trip airfare for the
winner and five pals.

Sony has planned an aggressive strategy
to boost awareness of The Station, noted
Yee. Each promotion will highlight Sony's
roster of on-line advertisers and alert visi-
tors of content updates. The Station con-
sists of areas for Sony's entertainment
properties, including its music and film divi-
sions, TV shows such as Jeopo rd y, Sony
merchandise, chat rooms, and registration
for contests and games.

With Final Distraction, Sony will pre-
miere new Station attractions, featuring
such games as "Punch the Clown" and
"Station Stressometer," designed for stu-
dents to blow off steam during final exams.

"We're looking at this as a potential ever-
green property," Yee said. "It could be
brought back at the end of each semester,"
backed by sponsors who want the college
market. Sony's Web advertisers have includ-
ed IBM, Colgate and Kelloggs. The Station
has amassed more than $1 million in ad rev-
enue since its launch in March, Yee said.

Last week, Final Distraction posters
were plastered around 100 campuses,
primarily on the West and East coasts, via
American Campus Company. The posters
are expected to generate 4.5 million impres-
sions during the five -week promotion. In
addition, Sony bought full -page ads in
college newspapers and placed a banner link
on the Yahoo! home page. The cost of such
media support is cheap so far: less than
$100,000 for Final Distraction. -BW

Final
Distraction
Need a TIPLAk irom Finals?

Punch
the

Clown

alE free airline
tix for you +
5 friends!

www.eony.com

Sony's Web promo:

antidote to study hall?

INTELLIGENT. INFLUENTIAL. WIRED.

Allow us to introduce today's business traveler. You can't find more

powerful demographics. And Biztravel.com provides you the opportunity

to reach them where they live today - online.

Biztravel.com is the Internet company for frequent business travelers'''.

From flight selections to precise driving directions. The latest business

news to the current status of frequent -flyer miles. Biztravel.com is the

personal, interactive travel resource for businesspeople. Accessible

anytime. Anywhere. Now, rather than worry about travel arrangements,

business travelers can focus on business. And you can focus on the

business traveler.

For advertising information, please call 1 212.696.9800 ext. 207, email

adinfo@biztravel.com or access our web site at www.biztravel.com.

biztrave .conf
THE INTERNET COMPANY FOR FREQUENT BUSINESS TRAVELERS.'
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Dispute Clouds
Over Red Sky

In an industry in which anyone can
duplicate a campaign or software code with
the press of a button or two, it's surprising
there aren't more legal battles over copy-
rights and contracts. Red Sky Interactive,
one of Omnicom's six Communicade shops,
has initiated such a dispute, which will be
mediated by a third party in San Francisco
this week. Sources said Red Sky is accus-
ing former staffers of violating a non-
compete agreement signed last fall after
the investment by Omnicom.

The disagreement centers on the
launch of Skyrocket, a new media com-
pany created by Red Sky Films founders
Doug Humphreys and April Minnich.
Minnich was also marketing director at
Red Sky Interactive until February.

Humphreys denied a non -compete
agreement existed. "We're enjoined from
doing digital work under Red Sky Films,
and they're enjoined from doing film work
under Red Sky Interactive," he said.

"It's clear Red Sky Films has started an
entity that will work in the digital interac-
tive realm," countered Tim Smith, presi-
dent of Red Sky Interactive. "We're wor-
ried about confusion in the marketplace."

Humphreys said Skyrocket was
launched because Red Sky Interactive
"began to veer in a direction we wanted to
move away from," to an "agency model."
Skyrocket instead will focus on technology
development and "new ways of creating
corporate messages on the Internet."
Skyrocket has completed one project, for
the U.S. Conference of Mayors. -LR

IQ movers
Kevin Gillespie from Parker Brothers to
Hasbro Interactive, Beverly, Mass., as asso-
ciate vp, product development. ... Robert
Levine and Doug Gottlieb as associate editors,
Rolling Stone Online, New York. Gottlieb
from ABC/Disney multimedia group;
Levine from senior editor at HotWired....
Gene Quinn to MTV Networks, New York, as
senior vp, online and interactive services,
from general manager, Tribune Interactive
Network Services, Chicago.... At Juno
Online Services, former Los Angeles Times
sales manager William Bell and former Red
Flash Internet publisher Stephen Crane as
Juno's first account managers in Detroit
and Chicago.... Barbara Steel to Pepsi -Cola,
Purchase, N.Y., as director, new media
development, from Andersen Consulting....
Don Albert, from sales and marketing
director, America Online's Digital Cities,
to PointCast, Cupertino, Calif., as vp,
affiliate development.

INSIDER

THE RAP
ON REPS

By Laura Rich

In his ad agency days, Lee Nadler worked on ro'ects as
diverse as Snapple overseas s romotions flo   in  credit
cards to colle e students retention marketin  and even a
"Survivors of the Shoah" gathering to
take place at the 1996 Olympics in
Atlanta. (That Spielberg-related event
never got off the ground.)

Now, at the ripe age of 29, Nadler
has his most wide-ranging task yet:
turn the DoubleClick advertising net-
work into a household name. (At least
into a Web household-or desktop-
name.) Since joining the
Internet services firm as
director of marketing nine
months ago from Kirshen-
baum, Bond & Partners, where
he was an account director,
Nadler has put in place a $2
million brand -building campaign.

"The Web has made one-to-one com-
munications efficient; there's no doubt
it's effective," says Nadler. His strategy
is to promote DoubleClick as the most
effective way to "help people harness
the power of the Web," he says. To do
that, he has asserted the DoubleClick
identity across the new media field,
through sponsorships of industry
events, trade advertising, on-line ads
and banners, and even such tactics as
plastering its logo everywhere and man-
dating the "double click" of glasses at all
functions as a reminder of its presence.

Before Nadler joined DoubleClick,
its marketing efforts were minimal, at
best, driven primarily by its associa-
tion with Poppe Tyson, from which it
was spun off last year. It also had a

perception issue to overcome, which
was that most industry observers
regarded DoubleClick as a technology
innovator first (stemming in part from
founder Kevin O'Connor's software
development background) and a mar-
keting company second.

Today, DoubleClick is seen as a rep
firm that advocates targeted, one-to-one

DoubleCligt
www.doubleclick.net

marketing, primarily for the 75 -plus
business and information sites it reps
and the millions of frequent Web users it
keeps profiles on. Nadler has empha-
sized its b -to -b appeal with an educa-
tional campaign. Each execution (there
are three so far) involves what Nadler
calls a "mini -seminar," or case study, of
a successful on-line marketing plan.

If the Web lives up to the promised
rapid growth rates in its advertising
budgets, DoubleClick will soon be
joined by many more competitors,
from Web upstarts to the types of gen-
eral agencies Nadler once worked for
to sales staffs at large media compa-
nies. Thus the importance of planting
the DoubleClick impression now "I'm
always looking for fertile soil where I
could grow," says Nadler. 
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not just for serious topics, like investment
banking advice (although you can find some
excellent tips on the stock market, there are
often posts from knowledgeable investors
living all over the country).

But how would you utilize Usenet for
more everyday information? Let's say
you're looking for an unusual gift for a
friend. You can use the newsgroups to track
down just the right present. An Art Deco
lamp, for example. Just peruse the
posts on a group such as
alt.marketplace.antiques. Simple.

And that ease of information gathering
applies to just about any topic that intrigues
you. From European travel and tour
recommendations to finding out the best
way to upgrade your PC. "Anything which
has shared interest has a newsgroup,"
comments an avid user. "If people want to
talk about it, it's on Usenet."

But how did all this start, you may
wonder? Fifteen years ago, academics in
North Carolina wanted to develop a simple
way to share information. Using the most
basic of modems and telephone lines, and
just three computers,they created Usenet,

newsgroups are accessed across the world
and discuss almost every topic imaginable.

"It's like a global cocktail party," says
another Usenet regular. "And everyone is
welcome to join in the discussion."

Steve Madere, president of Deja News, a
Usenet -only search engine, estimates that
there are at least 200,000 Usenet postings
per day-around 500 megabytes of articles
(to those of us not tech savvy, that's about
500 copies of a 400 -page novel), and the
number keeps growing.

Part of the reason for the astounding
growth can be directly attributed to Deja
News. This web -based Usenet search engine
offers a powerful and easy way to browse
through the billions of words posted.

As equally impressive is Deja News'
substantial archive. The company archives
over 20 months of Usenet articles, making it
one of the largest databases available to
the public today.

"It's an incredible and growing resource
for information," continues Madere."And
Deja News' simple -to -use search
capabilities allow for fast results."

What he says is true. We explored Deja
News ourselves to write this article. Look
for Deja News on the web
(www.dejanews.com) and you'll discover
a very user-friendly search engine. Searches
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Pushed Two Directions
The next Web battleground confronts

Internet publishers are on the horns of a
dilemma. The two biggest forces on the Web,
Netscape and Microsoft, are about to butt

their powerful heads over the standard for "push"
technology. Hyped as the latest evolution of the
Internet, push is a delivery model that should be
well understood and accepted by media con-
sumers and creators alike (along with advertis-

publishers. By Anya Sacharow

Line. By the time of Netcaster's official release in
June, other content providers are expected to be
allied with Netcaster, such as CondeNet, CNET,
International Data Group, Time Inc. New Media,
Travelocity, Quote.com and Ziff -Davis' ZDNet.

"Netscape has the largest site on the Net, with
more than 4 million visitors daily" says Mike
Homer, its senior vice president of marketing.

"That's one area where we have Microsoft
by a long shot. We can promote publish-
ers' channels to these visitors on an ongo-
ing basis. We have 55 million users of the
Navigator [the current version of its Web
browser]. The vast majority of them we
expect will upgrade to Communicator
over the next six months."

Microsoft, of course, is not ceding the
push market to its foe. Its forthcoming
browser, Internet Explorer 4.0, will inte-
grate push capabilities for webcasting
into its desktop features. When Explorer
4.0 rolls out later this summer, channel
providers will include MSNBC and the
PointCast network. PointCast is a push
service unto itself and already offers

2 The Wall Street Journal Interactive
g Edition, the Los Angeles Times, Wired

and about 20 other digital news sources.
While the high-tech giants are scram-

bling to ally themselves with as many software
developers and content players as possible, the
media publishers are trying to figure out what's
best for them. "As a content provider, we're work-
ing with a range of companies," says Brian Sroub,
vice president of marketing at Hearst New Media
& Technology. 'We are trying not to get locked
into one newsstand but get into as many news-
stands as possible." Besides launching a channel
on Netcaster, Sroub is also in talks with Microsoft.

The Web itself has echoed with dialogue that

ers), since it provides desired content through
themed channels on the Web, rather than requir-
ing the befuddled user to surf aimlessly.

On April 15, Netscape forged ahead, announc-
ing that the newest version of its Web browser,
Communicator, will include a push feature called
Netcaster. It disclosed an initial group of Web
publishers to be given dedicated "channels" on its
browser. Prominent partners include the soon -to-

launch ABC News Web service, CNNfn, Hearst's
HomeArts Network, HotWired and CBS Sports-
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WHAT THE CRITICS HAVE SAID.

NOW, SEE THE FILM.

Surely, the editors of Adweek magazine have

to be some of the most critical critics of

advertising. And now you can follow all the

plot twists, rug pulls and comedy routines
these highly selective critics selected as the

best. For after a whole year of reading about

great TV spots, we think it's high time you finally

watched them. That's why our editors spent

hundreds of hours reviewing and selecting

commercials to put together this reel of the

best U.S. spots of the year for you. So why not

order yours now? And you can watch the
commercials that won critical acclaim on the

same medium the critics did.

OF THE YEAR

 Send me Best Spots of 1996 for $215

 Send me Best Spots of 1996 and 1995 for $315

FORMAT
 :3/4"  VHS

NAME. TITLE

COMPANY

ADDRESS.

CITY STATE ZIP.

PHONE. FAX

 CHECK ENCLOSED FOR TOTAL $  BILL ME, PO .#
NY RESIDENTS ADD 8.25% SALES TAX.
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L FAX Orders to 212-536-5354 or call: 212-536-6453 ADWEEK's BEST SPOTS, 1515 Broadway, New York, NY 10036
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cautions against taking sides. "One way to win is
to get into position where you can say yes to every-
one," wrote Dave Winer, publisher of Scripting
News, an electronic newsletter for on-line soft-
ware developers. "We said yes to Microsoft. But

don't miss this point-we also want to align
our software with [other push providers like]
PointCast, Marimba and Netscape, too."

Although the basic concept of push on
Communicator and Explorer is similar,
there are tactical and technological differ-
ences. Microsoft is gathering forces behind
a new industry standard for delivering Web
pages called channel definition format, or
CDF. Netscape says this is irrelevant,
because its channels are created with exist-
ing Web software tools. Each company calls
the other's technology limited or flawed.

For publishers, the looming danger is that
they will have to produce two incompatible

entire Web waterfront. "The standards are differ-
ent enough that if you want to support both, you
have to do two separate sites," says Jesse Berst,
editorial director for ZDNet's
AnchorDesk. "The cost is actually
quite high if you do two push
editions, when you add everything
in. And you hate to post something
that can only be read by a certain
percentage of individuals."

Homer argues that Netscape's
wide reach and its earlier debut
of "push" will give publishers
strong incentives to join up. "A lot
of the folks have contractual
agreements with us to optimize
their sites for our pages," he
says. "They may do other sites
for Microsoft. [But] if someone
wants a premiere spot in the channel finder, then
we may attach that to a more comprehensive
agreement that includes the purchase of some of
our software. We tend to promote our customers
better than folks who are non -customers."

The business models for push are evolving.
Because the competition to build a popular net-
work of channels is so intense, neither Netscape
nor Microsoft is charging upfront fees to pub-
lishers to broadcast their channels. (Netscape

ABC News

CBS SportsLane

CNET. The Computer Network

Itnanrin u On't
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Gartner Group Advisor

nearst IromeAns Network

NraWired

IGG

ZDNet

More Channels

A Netcaster menu to

"push" content deskward.

Netscape marketer Mike Homer: Are

55 million users ready to be channeled?

will charge for premium placement on its ser-
vice.) With Netcaster, some channels will sell ad
sales based on traffic; some will use direct sub-
scriptions to generate revenue. Most likely, pub-
lishers will strike deals like the ones the major
search engines have with Netscape. In return
for a place on Netscape's much -visited Web real
estate, the search engines have contracts valued
at about $5 million each, a large chunk of which
is provided in ad barter, rather than cash.

In time, the PointCast model may take hold
with the newcomers. Publishers sign on for free
to deliver content via PointCast, sell ads based
on PointCast traffic, and PointCast takes a cut
of the ad dollars. PointCast claims more than 1
million active monthly viewers and says ad sales
for its affiliates' channels, such as CNN and
The New York Times, were up 150 percent from
last quarter 1996 to first quarter 1997.

The Wall Street Journal Interactive Edition,

the few publishers successfully charging fees for
its own site, is taking a wait -and -see attitude
toward this new battleground. "We've looked at

the direction Microsoft is going
in," says Tom Baker, WSJIE's
business director. "We're not
ready to announce which direc-
tion we're going. We look at the
business model to see if it fits
with what we do. What winds up
being a primary consideration is
how much work we'll have to do
as publishers to go into the new
environment."

Ultimately, the push decision
may be rendered moot by a com-
promise between the two formats
that make them compatible. Or
Netscape and Microsoft may still

try to win the contest outright, which could force
publishers to make expensive, redundant bets. But
most participants agree that push is a key to the
Web's future. "Personalization of delivery is the
powerful aspect of push," says James Kinsella,
general manager of MSNBC on the Internet. "It's
a different way to think about it. Push sets up a
broadcast model, and the combination of push with
personalization [can] completely change the way
people think and consume" information. 
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competitive. So, join many of America's biggest
companies buy direct and save.

CALIFORNIA COLOR PRODUCTS
(888) 366-7255  (310) 3667898 (fax)

ADVERTISING SPECIALTIES

Imprintable Activewear
Trade Shows  Sales Conferences

Company Picnics & Gifts
Golf Tournaments  Incentive Programs

FREE 148-pg. Full -Color Catalog
DDS Imprintables 215-627-5223

ADVERTISING SPECIALTIES

This PakTite'
is an 4
X-Larged/
Heavy-
weight/
T -Shirt!'
Compressed PopOsa

under 50 tons of pre.ssurewl,`,.% ;.
It's Full Size, truly it is! te.`
Stock 8 custom shapes available:

 CD Case  Hockey Puck
 Soda Can  Credit Card
 Postcard  Heart
 Mini T -Shirt  Mini Cereal Box

Great for GWP's, Tradeshow Giveaways and
On -pack Promotions. Include coupons,
catalogs and event schedules inside

Call for more information about samples,
mock ups & dimensional mailers!

IlluirrrEt By
3 -STRIKES CUSTOM DESIGN
25 ('recent Street, Dept. B14
Stamford. Ct 06906
Tel. 203-359-4559
Fax 203-35)-2187

5#4.91, SQUEEZED it in so you canvep it 00

41/4"H

x2821)

k4obie Ads 540.00 Hr. 516-334-1919

Paying
Too Much? At

'.1
PEOPLE STARE AT USI

ADVERTISING SPECIALTIES

lian1NTED TOWELS
 Beach Promotions  Golf & Sport Towels
 Team Licensed & In -Arena Promotions

3 Strikes - America's Towel Superstore
0 FERS IT ALL at THE LOWEST PRICES'

We produce promotion towels for some of 4menca s largest
(and smallest) companies. Alt towel sizes from wash clots

to Peach towels. Regular silkscreening and ar patented
MATRIX photo/4 color -process reproduction technique. CompVic

graphics and design services. Call for more information and Samples

j ilineticaTowel
3 -MIKE, CUS-7*0 O's CNE I- NI , .41ATRIX *fo, tt.,,utd

TEL (203)359-455-9  FAX 120.31.31°9-2D1c87'9' eceloPh`iWweel,

ATTN: ADWEEK CLASSIFIED ADVERTISERS:
ADWEEK Classified closes on Wednesdays at 4:30 p.m.

All copy and artwork must be in no later than WEDNESDAY. Copy
received after Wednesday will be held and run in the next available issue.

We appreciate your cooperation.

ADVERTISING SPECIALTIES

PROMOTIONAL ITEMS
CONCEPT TO FINISH

Elliot Gordon

220 EAST 57TH ST
NYC NY 10022
TEL. (212) 221 .7777
FAX. (212) 221.6611

CHINA DI RECTOD
& SAVE UP TO

EXAMPLE
TYPICAL CHINK

DIRECT

10 -CD CASE: $3.73 $1.87
6 -PACK COOLER: $2.99 $1.75
AUTO SUNSHADE: $5.99 $1.63

INCLUDES 1 -COLOR IMPRINT
CALL FOR 1 CO'S

OF OTHER PRODUCTS!

A -S SHENG CHAN INT'L.
011-852-2723-4993
(HONG KONG)
1-800-873-9933
(USA)
All prices F.O.B.
Hong Kong
Min.order:
50.000 units

ART/DESIGN SERVICES

ELEGANT/ADV., Collateral, D.M./
Corporate Brochures, Logo, Packaging/

Sr. AD/Designer, Mac Studiof718-499-4007

ART DIRECTION

CONCEPTS & GRAPHICS THAT SELL
with Mac/All Media. (212) 873-2381

TALENTED AD/DESIGNER
Beautiful print/collateral/adv/promo portfolio.
Concept to finished Mac exp. 212-496-0453

CALL 1 -800 -7 -AD WEEK

REACH YOUR AD COMMUNITY
ADWEEK MAGAZINES Sr. AD/Designer - Strategic & versatile, nail awards,

beautiful print/DM/ads, MAC (212) 508-3446.
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ART/DESIGN SERVICES

FREELANCE
ADVANCER S

hElD
112 661 0900

yoursElf
to the most reliable

freelance service
unlike a lot of the in the arEa
new "Johnny-come-latElys",
we're NY -based former freelancers
who know the business and have a time -
earned rep for helping the bEst
hElp themselve s

multi-platform/multi-mEdia
graphic designers art dirEctors illustrators comp/meth

expert production artists editors copywriters proofrEaders

ART DIRECTION

SR.AD/DESIGNER: Versatile. Elegant.
Brochures, advertising, logos, promotion &
corporate print. Mac studio. 212-966-2635.

HANDY MACANDY F/L AD (212) 988-5114

CELEBRITY PLACEMENT

THE BEST CELEBRITY ACCESS
(800) 762-9008

The Hollywood -Madison Group
Los Angeles  New York

I'LL FIND/NEGOTIATE ANY CELEBRITY
FOR YOUR AD CAMPAIGN

TV, VOICE OVER, PRINT, MUSIC, P.A.
LARRY UNES (773) 281.7098

COLOR SEPARATORS

H.O. ZIMMAN, Inc.
PRINT PRODUCTION PERFECTION

Superior Separations
Award -Winning Printing

617.598.9230

COMMERCIAL PRODUCTION

SOLVING THE HISPANIC PUZZLE ?

$panat44tasiees®
A MEDIA PRODUCTIONS
Creative Film Audio & Video
HISPANIC MARKET SPECIALISTS

Protects on Film. Video. 30, Cell Animation. Radio spots

(800)388-6255

COMPUTER CONSULTANTS

Then POR FREE COWR BROCHURE

macintosh '594-2280
Learning  WEB DINO COMPITIER

Center: :Dmaarliusll'NG mge

COMPUTER RENTALS

Povverbooks and IBM's delivered -fast!

vaptim,op RentalsM

COMPUTER SOFTWARE

ileiit
artner

Professional help
for creative minds..

It's the most
powerful,flexible,

agency management,
job tracking, scheduling,

billing & accounting
software ever developed.

And we'll prove it.
Mac or Windows
610-666-1955

Need hel with ADMAN?
Authorized dealer- I provide sales, training &

consultation on system set-up, upgrades &
implementation. Over 14 years in ad agency

finance. Steven Cass 518-581-9232

COMPUTER CONSULTANTS

Cnew yorlecG MACINTOSH AND PC
comuter ON -SITE SERVICEconsulting grow

 Fair, honest, reliable service.
 On -site at your office or home
 System/Network configuration
 Troubleshooting and Installation
 Publishing and Graphics Specialists

arr
Solution ProfessionalsNE TWOR K

 Apple -Authorized
sldlled technicians

 24 hr/7 day and
Emergency Service

 Internet Support
840 West End Ave, First Floor

New York, NY 10025

(212) 222-3658

COMPUTER SOFTWARE

It'sNowInWindows...lesNowInMacintosh
Now, the most popular billing, accounting and financial management
software improves its productive superiority. Over 1400 agencies have
the DOS Version now. Move up to Adman Windows or run it on your
Mac. - For Advertising and PR agencies no system offers more.

(all 1-800-488-7544
for information and a demo disk.

Dealers Welcome to Inquire.

MRP
Marketing Resources Plus

USE ADWEEK MAGAZINES
TO GET NATIONAL EXPOSURE.

Reach Your Ad Community In Adweek Magazines

COMPUTER SOFTWARE

If you had
Clients & Profits;

your client would have
that invoice by now.
Imagine: Invoices that write them-
selves. Or unbilted costs invoiced
automatically. For one job or all jobs.
All without retyping. Laser quality
on your letterhead. No billing sys-
tem is more flexible. Mac & Win-
dows. Available today. Demo $45.

800 272-4488
www.clie n Ise nd profits. corn

COMPUTER SYSTEMS

TAKE CONTROL
OF YOUR AGENCY'S
FINANCES! = ccx-q-
The Complete

rsen Financial Systemr5 wrIE4

MAC or
PC

Gabel 1-800-843-1795

COPY/CREATIVE

Fetching Copy. AD DOG 1 800 9AD DOG9

Dianna Seay 310-377-3930

COPYWRITING

VICTIM OF FIRST DEGREE MERGER.
Last week I was a CD Writer genius. Now I
can be yours. Free-lance 718.638-1938

RENT AN AWARD WINNER
Stan Moore (201)391-2329

"CAN DO COPYWRITER CAN DO FOR YOU
what I did for P&G, S. C. Johnson, General

Foods, Bristol Myers, Lever: Build business, win
awards. Freelance. Tel: 212-447-7873.

Account Execs: Corporate copywriter/CD
seeks strategic alliances. 914 478-5686.

FINANCIAL SPECIALIST
Financial and b -to -b "long copy" from veteran

marketing writer and former newspaper reporter.
David Bates (201) 795-0688

FREELANCE COPYWRITER
Thinks strategically. Writes creatively.

Good. Fast. Very experienced.
Call Patt (212) 595-6780

Cadillac copy, Pontiac prices. 800-200-0397

Copywriter. Fast. Fearless. Freelance. 1212) 724-8610.
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COMPUTER TRAINING

DESIITOP AMERICA

250 West 57th  Suite 820
212 245 9391 ext. 444

Computer Graphics &
Multi -media Training
Beginner thru advanced

 1-0N-1 OR SMALL GROUP

 SET YOUR OWN SCHEDULE

 OPEN 7 DAYS A WEEK

Learn: QuarkXPress, Adobe Photoshop,
Adobe Illustrator & Dimensions,
Macromedia Director,
Web Page Design -call for others

COPYWRITING

ASK Avon, Avis, Bally Shoes,
Bergdorf Goodman, Citibank,

H. Stern Jewellers, Hostess, UN Toys,
M&M/Mars, Maybelline, Ralph Lauren,

Prudential, Sony, U.S. Navy
ABOUT MY COPY. 203-454-4771

I WORK BETTER THAN PRAYER
Miraculously affordable copy/212-946-5420

AWARD WINNER - Fresh, fast, versatile.
Seeks P/T, FIT or F/L work. 212-737-8977

THE COPY HOTLINE: (603) 795 -COPY

Affordable expert copy from Top NYC Pro.
Fast!!! E-mail: geoffery.moore@connriver.net

DAMN GOOD WRITER
Videos, brochures, speeches, ads, everything.

Experienced. Strategic. Call (212) 691-1972

HI -TECH COPY SOLUTIONS 212 260-4300

KILLER KONCEPTS & KOPY 212 260-4300

EXCLUSIVELY NOT -FOR-PROFIT
Powerful DM packages for non -profits only.
Extensive exp. with humanitarian, human

svcs., and health research orgs. Samples now
by fax. Fast. Affordable. 508-448-8648

PROMOTION WITH STYLE
Ads, presentations, media kits,

advertorials and more!
Concepts. Copy. Art. Liz Schick 212-228-0825

Fetching Copy. AD DOG 1 800 9AD DOG9

NOT FOR THE MTV CROWD

Quality copy (cons./trade) for grown-up
clients...b-to-b/cons. electronics/home
furn/upscale/hospitality 718-229-4190

MEDICAL/PHARM&CEUTICAUTECHNICAL
Copy & Research Arl Salant: 212-580-4030

Positively, absolutely IRRESISTIBLE ads
written -pull response like a MAGNET.

FREE info kit Steven Holzner, 607.277.5592

COPY. GOOD AND CHEAP. (914) 381-4879.

Reach your ad community in
ADWEEK CLASSIFIED

COPYWRITING

I WRITE IT A LITTLE SMARTER,

A LITTLE FASTER.

10 years of award -winning experience
in all media in all product categories.

If you want it smart and fast, you want me.

(212) 759-8028

CREATIVECONCEPTS &COPY

forstrategic
b -to -b and consumer ADS,

BROCHURES, etc.
(212) 348 - 9181

TEMPS,I NC'.
1 (8001 556-5550

CREATIVE SERVICES

Great Rates. Music Industry Specialists.

Art/copy. Print, brochures & more. (201) 450-8537

DREAM TEAM
Art/Copy. Hvy print, 1V, radio, 914-356-8127

EMPLOYMENT SERVICES

We need to fill positions!
 Media Buyers

& Planners
A Traffic & Continuity
 Account Executives

 Assistants

MEDIA'S INNOVATIVE
STAFFING SOLUTIONS

FINANCING

PROGRESSIVE
CAPITAL INTERNATIONAL. INC.

Capital available for investments/acquisitions of
entertainment/media companies.

Please respond by providing corporate profile
and financial information.

966 South Springfield Avenue, Suite 2C
Springfield, New Jersey 07081

FULFILLMENT FULL SERVICE

Fulfillment America, Inc.
Database Mgmt, Order Processing, POP,

Promotions, Pick and Pack
Boston -Indianapolis 1-800-662-5009

CREATIVE SERVICES

Thank goodness
no one ever told Leonardo da Vinci

he couldn't do art and copy.
212-683-2345

EMPLOYMENT SERVICES

WE HAVE THE TALENT YOU NEED
WHEN YOU NEED IT

We are industry professionals with the expertise to I
evaluate the talent we send you. Which means you will

get the right person for the job, whatever the job.
So call us at: 1-800-216-0600.

A R T I S A N'

Your creative staffing solution

New York (212) 448-0200
hitp://www.artisan-inc.corn

Art directors
Desktop publishers
Graphic designers
Illustrators
Multimedia producers
Photographers
Proofreaders
Web site designers
Writers
Interim staffing
Full-time placement

0 0
0

INSURANCE

ARE YOU PAYING
TOO MUCH FOR

YOUR INSURANCE?
We specialize in insurance for

advertising & media firms.
Our rates are the most

competitive in the industry!

Advertiser's Professional Liability
Property & Liability Coverage
Life & Disability Insurance
Group Health, Dental, & Pensions
Homeowners, Auto, Jewelry & Fur
Coverage for Freelancers too!

Call for a quotation with no obligation.
Adam Wolfson, CIC @ 212-370-3900

Arnold K. Davis & Company, Inc.

MARKETING SERVICES

NEW BUSINESS EXPERT -Develop position-
ing, image; marketing, creative strategies;

write presentation. (212) 213-8269

MEDIA BUYING &
PLANNING SERVICES

EXPERT PLANS & BUYS 201-379-2334

PARAGON MEDIA
ARE YOU AN ADVERTISER OR SMALL

AGENCY WITH BIG MEDIA NEEDS?
Find out why our clients would never go any-

where else for their buying and planning. Call
(212) 704-9965 (ext. 235).

Truck Side Advertising
National, Regional, All Markets
Jim, Ph: 904.761.1664 Fx: 904.761.5689

Consulting, planning, buying D.R. & general
long & short term 212-340-8006

American and Foreign
Program Placement

Infomercials or Cable Leased
Access Major Cities in U.S.A.

CALL: FACT MEDIA

(818) 990-5767

CLASSIFIED/RECRUITMENT ADS
Only one call!

1,...50,...15,500 papers - we do them all!
MEDIAPLUS 1-800-889-5110x306

NEWSLETTERS

Let us create your

CORPORAff IEWSIBIBIS
Our clients include the Fortune 500

...and the less fortunate.

Cal 203-631-8
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R 0 .R DISPLAY

PLASTiCRAFTER3
DIVISION OF GEORGE PATTON ASSOCIATES INC

AMERICA'S CHOICE FOR STOCK OR CUSTOM ACRYLIC DISPLAYS
Sign Frames  Brochure Racks  Poster holders  KiosksT-7
1

 Custom sizes. designs and prototypes quickly fabricated!
Silk screen logo imprinting available for increased brand recognition.

 Complete fulfil ment (drop shipping, special packaging. etc.) offered.

Call 1-800-572-2194 for a free brochure!

PRINTING

OUT OF HOME LITHO
FULFILLMENT SERVICES

77" PRESS CAPACITY  SHORT AND LONG RUNS
TRANSIT SIGNS  BUS, SUBWAY, AIRPORT, TAXI  OUTDOOR & MALL POSTERS  BACKLIT

Compton & Sons, Inc.
Posters Since 1853

CENTRAL SHIPPING LOCATION, ST. LOUIS, MO  LOWEST COST

SAME -DAY QUOTING 800.325-1451 FAST TURNAROUND

Fax Art For Quick Quote (314)901- 4726

PROMOTIONS

Incentive Miles on SIX Airlines
Creative Rewards 718-437-2367

PROOFREADING

EDITORIAL EXPRESS
EXPERIENCED - FAST - PRECISE

Advertising  Collateral
Catalogs  Annual Reports

Magazines  Manuals
Call: 508-697-6202
Fax: 508-697-7773

PUBLICATIONS

MARKETING INK NEWSLETTER

Marketing Strategies for profits. FREE ISSUE. 800-7485409

USE
ADWEEK MAGAZINES

TO GET NATIONAL
EXPOSURE

RADIO COMMERCIALS

SOLAVO THE HISPANIC PUZZLE ?

5p4mid/Itaiiers
MEDIA PRODUCTIONS
Creative Film - Audio & Video
Hispanic Market Speciallate

(800)368-;153

Good Spot. That's a good Spot.
(800) 9AD D0G9

Doggone Funny Radio & IV

The Other Guys Charge You A Bundle
To Cover The Cost Of Their Big Space Ads.

Our Productions Sound Great, Too.
But When You Hear Our Prices,

They Sound Unbelievable.
800/789 -RADIO

Sounds Almost Too Good To Be True.

Catch a Creative Genius
ADWEEK

CLASSIFIED

RADIO COMMERCIALS

GREAT RADIO

YOUR SCRIPTS
OR OURS

26
NAIL

IT
T H E

Chuck'Iorr
COMPANY
Call Mark Savan

(213)462-0944 (800)443-2020

RADIO PRODUCTION

WOULD YOU
PRODUCE
ATI/ SPOT
111THOUTA
DIRECTOR?
Never. So why produce radio
without one? For radio as
good as your TV, hire our hot
radio directors. You'll hear
a world of difference.

4
IATorldWideWadio

H O L L V W O O D

CHECK OUT OUR
Phone: 213 957 3399 Fax
Email: wadio@wwwaciio.com

3 957 7
DEMO CD!

0

RADIO PRODUCTION

Cookie loves her Clios.

Call for our radio demo. 213/969-9767 ax: 213/969-9.

Sarley, Bigg & Bedder
Radio at its best

RADIO PRODUCTION

Account Execs Pick Cadaver!

Man -on -the -Street Productions

Why use research to
dig up stiffs like this
for testimonial spots?
The original Man -on -
the -Street interviewer
Mal Sharpe uses only
lire people, freshh
aught on Main Street.

linty client deserves
the best.
FREE! 30th AnniversarN
Ti. special just aired On

PBS station KQED.

Call (510) 843-7655 (CA)
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RADIO PRODUCTION

Chuck Thegze  Minister of Production

San Francisco (415) 924.6877  Budapest 011 (36) 1 47-08-60

Every campaign

has a conceptual

idea, and each

spot is cast like an

Off-Broadway play.

Of course, only

actual Hungarians

will work on your

commercials.

RADIO PRODUCTION

tqadiolcin?,

Wieden & Kennedy.

Nike.

Coca-Cola.

Gallo.

The Pearlstein Group.

Hardee's.

Tillamook Cheese.

Lennox.

DDB Needham.

Pepsi.

Adidas.

503-224-9288.

RADIO PRODUCTION

We Sell
Funny

Radio Spots.
Buy Some

Today.

So what do you expect
of a 1 &3/4 X 4 ad?

Dick Orkin's
Radio Ranch

°Phone (213) 462-4966
Fax (213) 856-4311

CIS: Go Create
www.radio-ranch.com

THREE AUDIENCES
FOR THE PRICE

OF ONE
For one low price, your Classified ad appears in three different
magazines: ADWEEK Classified, BRANDWEEK Classified and
MEDIAWEEK Classified.

THREE FOR ONE ... , not a bad idea.
Call M. Morris 1-800-7-ADWEEK
or just Fax it to: (212) 536-5315

RADIO PRODUCTION

Only Ilave 60 Seconds To Live?
Give Hint A Call. 1.800.949.3693

'laic Radio Man

SLIDE CHARTS

Datalizer
Slide Charts, Inc.

Design through production, we
do it all. For a FREE custom working

model and price estimate. call or far

(630) 543-6000 Ext. 202
Fax (630) 543-1616

STOCK FOOTAGE

VIDEO RESOURCES NY INC

World's largest Collection of Rare T.V.
Shows and Commercials from the Golden

Age of Television, Educational Films 
Cartoons  Silent Films  Gov't Films 

Ware one stop shopping.
800-442-7066  Fax (212) 696-0189

TRADEMARKS

TRADEMARK KNOCKOUT SEARCHES
Fast turnaround - confidentiality guaranteed.

Legal opinions on infringement.
Experienced intellectual property attorney.

Eric Weiss, Esq.
212-328-0806

TRANSCRIPTION SERVICES

Need a transcript? Need Blast?
You tape it -we type it! (617)423-2151

TRANSLATIONS/
LANGUAGE SERVICES

ALL LANGUAGESNO & TRANS. 888 4VOICES

SPANISH COPYNOICING 212.744-2280

TV PRODUCTION

Marketing and Promotional Films
by Former Network Producers
212-545-1002 or 202-625-8388

Phenomenal Film And Video Productions
For Limited Budgets. Call Joan at Richman

Films 212-582-9600

YELLOW PAGE SERVICES

O'Halloran Advertising, Inc.
Serving Nat'l & Regional advertisers.

Strategic marketing designs, mapping,
demographics & business data all
at no added cost. (800) 762-0054.

Reach your ad community in

ADWEEK CLASSIFIED

USE ADWEEK MAGAZINE
TO GET NATIONAL EXPOSURE

J163
Log Onto Adweek Online Today
 Help Wanted Ads - by job type - from all six

classified regions of Adweek, Brandweek, &
Mediaweek

 Contacts - the names and addresses you
need from fully searchable databases

 Stay Up - to - date on current news, people
moves, key industry issues, account changes
Visit our Website at: http://www.adweek.com

Call 1-800-641-2030 or 212-536-5319
e-mail: adweek@adweek.com

* * * Classified Advertising M. Morris at 1-800-7-ADWEEK * * *
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OFFERS & OPPORTUNITIES
POSITIONS WANTED

PUBLISHER
Extremely successful, marketing or-
iented group publisher responsible
for a special interest monthly, quarter-
ly, and annual consumer show
seeks a challenging position at a
trade or consumer title in the New
York tristate area.

Please call (212) 536-5249
Email: FrostMag@AOL.com

DIRECTORY PUBLISHER

SALES PRO
with over 25 years of experience -
directories & weekly publication.
Available for consultation and/or
sales rep position. Complete bottom
line knowledge, start-ups.

ADWEEK Classified, Box 3953
1515 Broadway, 12th fl.

New York, NY 10036

IMPROVE YOUR PRODUCTIVITY AND EXPAND
YOUR BUSINESS WITHOUT ADDING TO STAFF --

Senior marketing communications consultant will help you manage
and grow your marketing communications company (or department)
based in northern NJ or Manhattan, 4 days a week, permanent or tem-
porary, no health benefits needed.

Call 1-888-829-8211

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES.

TAKE IT IN-HOUSE
Video editor/animation artist w/new
equipment, full pre- and post- pro-
duction capabilities including anima-
tior and title design (Media 100/
After FX/Mac). Looking for an
agency to house equip't and to pay
low (bulk) rates for my services.

Call Mike @ 212-222-3889

SALES PROMOTION/
MARKETING ASSOCIATE

Midtown sales promotion/
marketing/advertising creative
group seeking an associate to bring
in new business and/or existing ac-
counts.

FAX 212-755-4841

CALL 1-800-7-ADWEEK

BUSINESS OPPORTUNITIES

FORM AGENCY?
Small, highly creative agy owner
wants to form in-house agy for client
co. Fin. svcs, pkg goods,
beverages, health care, computers
vitamins or your specialty.

ADWEEK Classified, Box 3975
1515 Broadway, 12th fl.

New York, NY 10036

OFFICE SPACE

SUBLET AVAILABLE
Medical P.R. agency has extra

space. Flexible terms.

The Mammoth Group
212/675-2250

Fax: 212-675-6829

EMPLOYMENT

FILM & TV JOBS
Entry level to senior level professional
jobs in entertainment nationwide
(cable & TV networks, film/7V studios,
TV stations, etc.). 2x/mo. For info., En-
tertainment Employment Journal:
(800) 335-4335 (818) 901-6330

ACCOUNT MANAGER
Leading women's sports magazine
seeks account manager for our New
York office. Min. 2 years of suc-
cessful ad sales exp. Send cover let-
ter, comp. request and resume
ASAP to: Publisher, 2025 Pearl
Street, Boulder, CO 80302.

Classified Advertising Call M. Morris at 1-800-7-ADWEEK

EMPLOYMENT

0
0

tio

We're one of North America's largest
and fastest growing marketing
services companies and the leading
college marketing company. We
offer a dynamic entrepreneurial
environment that fosters creativity and
provides unlimited opportunities for
personal and professional growth.

We are seeking a dynamic marketer
who can develop and implement new
programs and services for targeting
the college market. You'll need at least

a 5-7 year record of leadership and
success combining solid marketing

and/or advertising experience with
creativity, strategic thinking and
strong analytical and communications
skills. An MBA is a plus.

The position is based in our

Cranbury, NJ headquarters (NJ

Turnpike, Exit 8A) and provides
excellent advancement opportunities,
competitive compensation and a
terrific benefit package that includes:
medical, dental, Rx and life
insurance; paid vacations and
holidays, and a 401k savings plan.
For immediate consideration, please
fax (609) 655-2192 or mail resume
and salary history to position RS0497:

MarketSource Corporation
10 Abeel Road
Cranbury, NJ 08512. E.O.E.

i/lat4reisflk;c

REACH YOUR AD COMMUNITY
ADWEEK MAGAZINES

RATES for Employment and Offers & Opportunities 1-800-7-ADWEEK Classified Manager: M. Morris Classified Asst: Michele Golden

MINIMUM: 1 Column x 1 inch for 1 week: $158.00, 1/2 inch increments: $79.00 week.
Rates apply to EAST edition. Special offers: Run 2 consecutive weeks, take 15% off sec-
ond insertion. Frequency, regional -combination, and national discounts available. Charge
for ADWEEK box number: $30.00/week. Replies mailed daily to advertisers. Readers
responding to any ads with box numbers are advised not to send samples unless they are
duplicates or need not be returned. We are not responsible for recovery of samples.

The Identity of box number advertisers cannot be revealed. If ADWEEK must typeset
ad, charge is $20.00. Deadline for all ads in ADWEEK EAST is Wednesday, 4:30 p.m.
If classified is filled prior to closing, ads will be held for the next issue, Classified Is corn-
missionable when ad agencies place ads for clients. No proofs can be shown. Charge
your ad to American Express, Mastercard or Visa, ADWEEK CLASSIFIED, 1515 Broad-
way, 12th fl. New York, NY 10036. 1-800-723-9335 Fax: 212-536-5315.
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HELP WANTED

Account Managers
Advertising Space Sales

G + J USA Publishing produces magazines for every stage
of a woman's life. With a total U.S. circulation over 15
million, our publications include McCall's, Family Circle,
Child, Ser Padres, YM, and Parents. To ensure our
continued success, we're looking for several experienced,
energetic, aggressive Account Managers to increase
space sales.

To join our team, you must be a creative, results -oriented
self-starter with current consumer marketing experience
and a 3-5 year track record of strong sales achievements.
Spanish speaking candidates are encouraged to apply.

Along with our professional environment, we offer attrac-
tive salaries and a superior benefits package. For immedi-
ate consideration please send your resume including
salary history, to: HR Dept MM-AMAW, G+J USA
Publishing, 110 Fifth Avenue, New York, NY 10011;
or Fax (212)463-1178. (No phone calls, please. Only
qualified candidates will be contacted.)

GTUSA Publishing
A GRUNER  JAHR COMPANY

We are an equal opportunity employer.

Marketing Communications Team Leader
Based in Independence, KS

Cessna Aircraft Company is now building its marketing and learn -to -fly programs for the
sales of new single engine piston aircraft. We are seeking an exceptional, results driven,
highly motivated, and creative professional to direct the strategic and tactical develop-
ment of our worldwide marketing communications program. This is the opportunity to
help change the face of general aviation.

This position will be responsible for all single engine lead generation; this includes
advertising and direct mail, public relations, collateral material development, trade
shows, and promotional programs. This position will also be responsible for coordinating
all advertising activity and public relations.

This position reports to the Director of Sales & Marketing for Single Engine and will
recruit, train and lead the communications team.

Minimum qualifications:
Exceptional written and oral communications skills

. Five to ten years broad communications and advertising experience.
Bachelor's Degree

. Experienced pilot
Ability and willingness to travel regularly

Please mail or fax resume along with salary history to:
Dave Harrill

Human Resources Department
Cessna Aircraft Company
One Cessna Boulevard

P.O. Box 1996
Independence, KS 67301

USA
Fax: 316-332-0144

Equal Opportunity Employer M/F/DN. With youfor 70 years. Making hi. I:cry Buddinexturn

Cessna
A Textron Company

SENIOR FINANCIAL WRITER
A I M Management Group Inc., based in Houston, is one of the nation's top
mutual fund managers. Disciplined investments, distinctive management
and clear strategies are the fundamentals that put us on the map. An
entrepreneurial spirit, progressive thinking and a focus on the bottom line
keeps us out in front.

Our Retail Marketing department currently offers an exciting opportunity
for an experienced Sr. Financial Writer. Based out of corporate
headquarters in Houston, TX, you will be responsible for creating,
writing, updating, and producing public and broker sales literature,
videos and CD-ROMs for The AIM Family of Funds. You will also serve
as project manager, coordinating schedules, design, and production for
assigned projects.

This position requires a minimum of 5 years experience as a writer or
communications associate and a Bachelor's degree in marketing,
journalism or English. The ideal candidate will possess superior writing
and editing skills, have excellent project management skills and a
thorough knowledge of PCs and Windows -based software. Experience
working for a mutual fund company or 'with investments arms of
insurance companies and financial institutions is preferred.

When it comes to employee motivation, AIM Management is right on
target. We offer a generous salary, relocation assistance and benefits
package, a defined career path and a company sponsored 401(k).

We also make the application process extremely user friendly. All you have
to do is call our 24 hour/7 day toll -free number anytime. If you appear to
be a match, you will be re -contacted promptly. We're an equal opportunity
employer.

1-800-348-2221
access our online response address at

http://www.resjobs.com/aiml

Please visit our website at
www.aimfunds.com AIM A

THE
WEATHER
CHANNEL j for Opportunities

We have the
.

The Weather Channel is fast becoming the world's preeminent provider of branded
weather information. Our great success has created the following career opportunities:

DIRECT( 3R OP ADVERTISING SALES RESEATteltam
We need an experienced professional to bring vision and leadership to our research
efforts including development of research tools for our on-line product. Candidate should
have 10+ years experience in media research and a vision of the research needs in
developing the multi-channeVdigital world.

SALES PLANNERS
In this position you will work as a team with a salesperson to develop new business and
hit your sales goals. We are seeking highly motivated individuals who are looking to "get
ahead"! You should possess a minimum of 3 years experience in sales, media planning
or media buying.

AGENCY COORDINATORS
As a customer focused company, this position is key to our future success. You will have
responsibility for meeting the sales service needs of a list of advertising agencies. You
should possess 1+ years business experience and be highly organized, detail -oriented
with a good figure aptitude.

Qualified individuals should send/fax a cover letter detailing your experience with a
resume, indicating position of interest and salary requirements to Att: Rona Gil de
Leon, The Weather Channel, 845 Third Avenue, 11th floor, New York, NY 10022.
Rue 212-308-4609. Equal Opportunity Employer, M/F/DN. No phone calls please.

CATCH A CREATIVE GENIUS USING ADWEEK CLASSIFIEDS
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You can see creativity
anywhere.

You can hear it at Bose.

The creativity of Bose professionals is focused on developing the most
advanced audio systems in the world. So, whether you are in copywrit-
ing, graphic design, public relations, promotions, or marketing, if you
work for Bose, you share a common goal. And that's contributing to
our industry leadership.

All you have to do is turn on any one of our world -class audio prod-
ucts. Hear the quality. More importantly, hear the creativity.

Senior Art Director
In this team leadership role, you will use your design and project manage-
ment skills to develop concepts and marketing communication materials.
You must have 6 to 9 years of agency or corporate experience, be extremely
conceptual, and possess a good marketing sense. Interactive web design expe-
rience a plus. Job Code: TB112

Production Artist
Focus your skills on creating printer -ready digital art from layout files.
You'll work with Art Directors and circulate digital mechanicals for
approval. 3 to 5 years of relevant experience in an ad agency or corporate
environment and expert knowledge of print production hardware and soft-
ware required, specifically QuarkXpress, Photoshop, Freehand and/or
Illustrator, Web production experience a plus. Job Code: TB115

Senior Scriptwriter
Develop concepts and copy for world -class film, video, and multimedia
scripts that express the Bose corporate mission. Applicants must have 5 to 7
years of experience, preferably within both agency and corporate environ-
ments. Portfolio, including film, video, and multimedia, must reflect strong
conceptual and writing skills. Job Code: TB111

Senior Web Writer
Take total res?onsibility for web scriptwriting at Bose. We're looking for
someone with 5 to 7 years of proven writing experience and an interest in
the web. The ability to work independently is essential. Job Code: TB111

Senior Copywnter
Develop concepts and write strategically targeted copy that reflect our
corporate vision. Requires 5 to 7 years of experience as an ad writer,
preferably in both agency and corporate environments. Portfolio must
reflect strong conceptual and writing skills. Broadcast writing experience a
plus. Job Code: TB111

For the above positions, please include three samples
(photocopies okay) with your resume.

Senior Marketing Product Manager
New Business Development
This critical position involves developing product and marketing strategy for
multimedia speakers and new hifi-related businesses. 7+ years of experience
in computer products marketing through retail distribution required;
experience marketing to dealers in the computer category is essential.
Job Code: TB101

Senior Marketing Product Manager
Acoustimase Speakers
Developing product and marketing strategy and plans. Involves interfacing
with executive management, directing the development of marketing
communication materials, and introducing new products and promotional
programs to internal and external audiences. 7+ years of experience in
consumer electronics products marketing through retail distribution required;
MBA preferred. Job Code: TB101

Public Relations Specialist
Build and strengthen awareness of Bose Corporation through an assertive
public relations effort. Involves executing PR strategies, assisting in the
management of external PR agency, and contributing to all internal
publications. Applicant must have 4 to 6 years of business experience,
including 2 to 4 years in PR. Strong project management and
communication skills required. Job Code: TB117

Promotions Support Specialists
Two positions are available. The first plays a tactical role creating and man-
aging the sales promotion process in the Professional Products sales theater
Motivating and educating Bose field personnel to sell, install, and service
Bose products and services are key responsibilities. The second position takes
responsibility for planning, developing, budgeting, and analyzing corporate
marketing projects and programs. Involves developing marketing plans on a
worldwide basis and recommending programs to implement Professional
Products strategic objectives in the field. Both positions require 6 to 9 years
of marketing or sales experience; MBA preferred. Job Code: TB105

Please send resume, indicating appropriate job code, to:
Bose Corporation, Human Resources, Dept. AW428,
The Mountain, Framingham, MA 01701-9168 or
Fax (508) 766-7499 or email: jobs@bose.com

Visit our website: www.bose.com
Bose is an equal opportunity employer.

.15'17.4"
Better sound through research.
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OVERACHIEVERS
WANTED

.WRgifte111111111111MME
At MCI, you'll have the chance to shape our marketing and advertising
as it goes out to millions of people around the country. We count on
our people not only for their big ideas, but for their initiative in getting
them implemented. So, if you're looking for an opportunity to make a
real difference in a company where your efforts are noticed and
rewarded, contact MCI today. Our Washington, DC, Consumer
Marketing Organization is looking for three seasoned professionals to
lead multimillion dollar brand marketing efforts.
MARKETING MANAGER
True brand management position requiring a solid, strategic thinker
with strong, multitask management skills. To qualify, you must have 5-
7 years' brand marketing experience, which requires the ability to
manage multiple tasks simultaneously. Strong analytical skills are
essential, as is the role they play in the strategic development of
brand marketing and problem solving. MBA preferred, although not
required.

ADVERTISING MANAGER
Lead brand advertising efforts. Responsibilities include development
of communications strategies and objectives and management of our
advertising agency in the creation of television, radio and print cam-
paigns. To qualify, you must have 6-8 years' advertising and marketing
experience and the ability to manage multiple projects simultaneously.
BRAND MANAGER
Play an integral role in determining marketing strategy for one of
MCI's key consumer products. Specific responsibilities include evalu-
ating market and product performance as well as identifying and
addressing marketing opportunities and risks. The successful candi-
date must have 6-8 years' related marketing experience, top-notch
analytical and problem -solving skills, and the ability to manage multi-
ple projects simultaneously. MBA preferred.

As a world -class company, MCI offers excellent compensation and
benefits. Qualified, interested candidates can respond confidentially,
indicating position of interest, to:
MCI Telecommunications Corp.,
Dept. EPAW428BL, 1200 South Hayes
Street, Arlington, VA 22202; FAX: (703)
415-6414. MCI is proud to be a equal
opportunity employer, M/F/D/V. MCI

www.mci.com

ADVERTISING OPPORTUNITIES
NJ Western Morris County specializing

in consumer and B to B adv. seeks the following:

SR. ART DIRECTOR & SR. WRITER
w/ a minimum of 7 yrs. NY agency exp. preferred. Must be able to conceptualize
and work well as a team and independently.

PRODUCER
for interactive division. Must be detail oriented, experienced in multimedia pro-
duction and work well under pressure. Supervise staff, create schedules,
monitor productivity, etc.

MANAGING DIRECTOR, CREATIVE
manage and follow up daily work assignments, scheduling, estimates, assign
freelance projects, and other administrative duties. Minimum 5 yrs. exp.

ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE
2-4 yrs. NY agency exp. preferred.

Fax resume w/salary requirements to:
General Manager, 908-879-2569

or mail to P.O. Box 721, Chester, NJ 07930.

AME RICA'S BEST
CONTACTS ffo EYEGLASSES..

America's Best, the ninth largest retail optical chain in the US, has stores in 48
DMA's and aggressive growth plans. We're building the best retail optical
marketing team at our corporate offices near Philadelphia to plan for this growth.
We offer competitive salary, excellent benefits, great work environment and
guaranteed fun. Fax your stuff now, VP Marketing is standing by!

MARKETING MANAGER
You should have 5-7 years experience in multi -unit retail marketing, client or
agency -side, managing strategic brand direction, research and promotional
planning. Strong communication, analytical and computer skills required.

MARKETING ASSISTANT
You need 1-3 years experience in multi -unit retail marketing and will be
responsible for executing all elements of the marketing plan. Excellent
opportunity for the right person with the drive to grow. Strong computer and
multiple project management skills required.

MEDIA MANAGER
Media whiz with 5-7 years experience in multi -unit retail media, client or agency -
side, to manage ad agency with $10+ Million media budget. Experience with
broadcast and print required along with strong computer, analytical and
management skills. In-house media department experience a plus.

MEDIA ASSISTANT
You need 1-3 years media experience, especially newspaper & direct mail. Strong
computer and multiple project management skills required. You'll be a key
player in establishing an in-house print department and executing media plans.

Fax cover letter with salary range requirements and resume to:
VP MARKETING FAX (609) 486-9615

or send to the address below. No phone calls, please!

America's Best Contacts & Eyeglasses Attn: VP Marketing
7255 Crescent Boulevard Pennsauken, NJ 08110

An Equal Opportunity Employer

ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE &

SR. ACCOUNT SUPERVISOR/ACCOUNT DIRECTOR

We need two more representatives
of "next generation thinking"
in marketing public relations!

We arelooking for two experienced professionals who understand how to make
public relations an integral part of the marketing mix, and can flourish with the
dynamic, absolutely hands-on, demands of an account executive or senior
supervisor/director-level agency position within a small, rapidly -growing agency.

The ideal senior candidate is currently a hands-on manager or supervisor within
an agency, corporation or healthcare institution; has 8-15 years of experience
(some agency experience mandatory); can demonstrate a track record of fully un-
derstanding a client's business and initiating strategies and executing programs
to get ahead of the curve in today's multi -faceted business environment; truly en-
joys coaching an account team and supporting others' professional growth; and
loves pitching new business. Demonstrated experience in consumer goods
marketing and healthcare/Rx public relations is required.

The account executive candidate should have 3+ years of agency experience,
and crackerjack skills in writing, client service, media relations, program execu-
tion and research. If you understand the world of PR that exists beyond media
work, you'll definitely set yourself apart. Healthcare/Rx experience preferred.

Please send cover letter w/resume and salary history to:

Camela Stuby, EVP/GM

Sandler Public Relations
100 Fifth Ave., New York, N.Y. 10011

No calls We are an EOE

* * * Classified Advertising M. Morris at 1-800-7-ADWEEK * * *
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0

AO
tVAILABLE TO SHAKE, SUNNY, SPACIOUS AND AIRY PENTHOUSE LOFT.
WRAPAROUND TERRACE, PANORAMIC RIVER VIEW, WORKING FIREPLACE.
FAST-GROWING, INTERNATIONAL AGENCY WITH "RESIDENCES"
IN PARIS, HAMBURG AND KOBLENZ AS WELL AS NEW YORK.
MORE AND MORE CLIENTS WANT TO MOVE IN WITH US
AND WE NEED HELP TO KEEP CRANKING OUT OUR IMAGE -
CONSCIOUS CAMPAIGNS.

New York
ART DIRECTOR The perfect candidate will have previous agency
experience (at least 5 years), sound production skills, an implicit
understanding of the beauty and fashion industries and killer
qualifications in Quark, Adobe Illustrator and Photoshop.
Multimedia experience is a powerful plus.

JUNIOR ART DIRECTOR If you're equally adept in the aforementioned
computer skills, have fresh ideas, an open mind and a winning
smile this job could be yours.

ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE Do you have at least 3 years agency or
marketing experience, can you think on your feet, keep your cool
with clients, and work with boundless energy? If you can
manage fashion accounts other than your own wardrobe, then you
may be right for us.

Paris
JUNIOR COPY WRITER Now this is a dream come true. English
speaking writer with some knowledge of French to relocate to our
Paris office to help create award -winning fashion and beauty
campaigns.

Please send résumés to:
Kathy Weisbrodt, Select Communications S

131 Varick Street, Penthouse, New York, NY 10013
No phone calls please.

lect
COMMUNICATIONS

PRODUCT DEVELOPMENT
MARKETING ADMINISTRATOR

We are a leading national magazine advertising company located in Connecticut and
have an opening for a Product Development Marketing Administrator.
This individual will be responsible for developing marketing programs for assigned pro-
ducts to include product strategy, market coverage, pricing, distribution and market-
ing communications for both new and existing products. Computer literacy, college
degree with concentration in Marketing/Business Administration and 3 years of market-
ing/sales experience required.

Please mail or fax your resume with salary history & requirements to:
(please no phone calls).

Media Networks, Inc.
P.O. Box 10096, Stamford, CT 06904-2096

Attention: CB -Human Resources
Fax: (203) 967-6525

EOE M/F/D/V Principals Only

Juno needs
exceptional ad
salespeople.

Juno, America's free Internet e-mail
service, is experiencing spectacular
growth. We've signed up more than
2,000,000 subscribers in just twelve
months. We're adding 8,000 to io,000
new subscribers each day. At this rate,
we anticipate having about 4,000,000
by year's end (that's over 500,000,00o
impressions to sell in December!). If
you can really sell, and you have at least
two years experience, we want to talk
to you, and fast. Fax your résumé and
compensation history (in confidence)
to S. Dennis, (212) 403-8499.

New York San Francisco Chicago Detroit Los Angeles

JUNO

Free Internet Email
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Marketing Manager -Customer Loyalty
Implement and manage marketing programs to increase customer retention and max-
imize customer loyalty. Create and administer "appreciation" and make it right"
programs. Adapt on -ping marketing programs to customer loyalty market ob-
jectives. Coordinate with direct marketing to develop mailings to increase customer
loyalty. Coordinate with creative department to increase interactive dialog with
customer base. 3-5 years experience in customer loyalty programs. Advertising
agency manangement experience desired. Strong analytical skills. Detail oriented
to analyze retention statistics. Excellent verbal and written communication skills,
high degree of computer literacy (MS Word and Excel). BS with emphasis in market-
ing required. MBA preferred.

Marketing Manager-Sales/Distribution
Implement and manage marketing programs to incrase distributor purchases. Imple-
ment marketing programs to increase the number of distributors. Create and ad-
minister co-op programs. Increase prominence of Microflex in distributor commu-
nications and sales efforts to end users. Adapt on -going marketing programs to dis-
tributor sales/marketing objectives with collective goal of attracting new customers.
Analyze the distributors' end user sales trends and markets. Coordinate new prod-
uct introduction campaigns to distributors. 5-7 years proven success and demonstra-
ble track record of maximizing distributor sales programs, creating distributor
purchase marketing programs and managing multiple projects. Strong creative and
analytical skills. Detail oriented to forecast distributor sales. Excellent verbal and
written communication skills. High degree of computer literacy (MS Word and
Excel). BS with emphasis in marketing required. MBA preferred.
Send resume and salary history/requirements to:

Microfiex Medical Corporation
PO Box 32000

Reno, NV 89533-2000
FAX (702) 746-6553

Email: Debble@microflex.com

ADVERTISING SALES OPPORTUNITY

NATIONAL ACCOUNTS MANAGER
The Source, a rapidly growing, 8 -year old, monthly hip -hop music
magazine with an ABC -audited, paid circulation of 325,000 is seek-
ing an everienced sales rep to handle a $2.5 million, NY -based
national account sales territory. Must have a minimum 3-5 years sales
experience with a national consumer magazine and a successful trod(
record. Must also have advertising sales experience in some or all of
the following categories: men's fashion, athletic/casual footwear, men's
grooming, consumer eledronics, entertainment and/or other male
product categories. An understanding of hip -hop culture is a plus.
Excellent opportunity for advancement. Competitive package, induding
base salary, commission and all benefits. Please mail/fax (no
calls please) resume,cover letter and salary history (must be i

Ad Director, The Source

215 Park Ave So., 11th Fl.
NY, NY 10003.
Fax (212) 253-9344.

!SOURCE
THE MALAEINE Of NIP -HOP INIUSSIC.CUIEURE N POLITICS

ART DIRECTOR/

GRAPHIC DESIGNER
Growing marketing communications
firm seeks creative, detail -oriented
team players proficient in Quark
Xpress 3.32, Illustrator 6.0 and
Photoshop 4.0. Sales promotion
background especially desirable.
Please send resume, work samples
and salary requirements to:

Creative Director, IMC
960 Holmdel Road
Holmdel, NJ 07733

The dullest part

of the job is this ad.
Micro agency looking for account
person (with a good book) to help
agency grow. Responsibilities in-

clude new business, strategic plan-
ning and client management. Bene-
fits include unlimited growth in a
politically free environment. Send re-
sume to:

TUG

20 W. Hubbard St., 4th floor
Chicago, IL 60610

REACH YOUR AD COMMUNITY
ADWEEK MAGAZINES

Renck Your Ad Community In Adweek Nlagazines

MARKETINGSUPERVISOR
BRAVO, the Film and Arts Network, is seeking a creative and
energetic individual to handle marketing and promotions for
BRAVO and The Independent Film Channel.

You should have a degree in Marketing, 3-4 years of marketing
experience in the entertainment industry, and strong analytical
and strategic marketing skills. In addition, you'll need the
proven ability to work with sales organizations and creative ser-
vices/design departments along with a thorough knowledge of
marketing resources.

We offer a salary commensurate with experience and a competi-
tive benefits package. For confidential consideration, please
send your resume and salary requirements to: BRAVO Human
Resources, PO Box 999 -CB, Woodbury, NY 11797. We are an
equal opportunity employer.

BTHE FILM AND ARTS

ravP.

s 
IIndependentchannel

PROMOTION COPYWRITER
WE CHALLENGE YOU...

to show us that you have the energy, creativity and experience to join our well-
known consumer magazines as a copywriter. Responsible for all promotional
copy Including publishers letters, promotional pieces such as advertorials and
event -specific support materials which include advertising, sales pieces, section
copy, and Invitations. You will also work on merchandising materials for
advertisers including newsletters and mailings. Preferred candidates will have
3-5 years related copywriting experience. We offer competitive compensation
and a comprehensive benefits package.

If interested, please send resume and salary requirements ASAP to:
C. Mayers

Fax (212) 880-6909
Equal Opportunity Employer

OUR TERRIFIC SALES ASSISTANT
JUST GOT PROMOTED.

NOW, WE NEED SOMEONE JUST AS GOOD.
Publisher at top NY -based magazine company needs an efficient, highly or-
ganized, and articulate assistant to help manage workload for multiple salespeo-
ple. You must be professional in demeanor, intelligent and service -oriented on
the telephone, and skilled in the usual computer software. 1-3 years experience
required. Generous salary and benefits.

Fax resume and salary history to:

Michele
212-536-5353

We're an Equal Opportunity Employer.

AD SALES
One of the country's largest and
fastest growing magazine and in-
temet rep firms seeks both senior
and junior ad salespeople to join
our NY office. Prestige titles, major
publishing companies. Call Wayne
Gardiner at 312-236-4900 X101.

DM Opportunity
Small creative shop offers
unlimited earning potential & great
work environment to DM pro who
can jump-start new division. Bring
some business, the energy to build
& a sense of humor. Fax or reply
in confidence to 203-899-7579.
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BRILLIANT RELATIONSHIPS
Washington, DC

We are into relationships. Whether it's products, consumers, clients,
or vendors, we strive for brilliant relationships on all fronts. This is an
opportunity for us to form a brilliant relationship together.

Account Supervisor: You are a strategic who has the charisma
to sell ideas to the client and lead your team to implement them. Ideal-
ly, your background is in telecom or healthcare and you have experi-
ence in a direct marketing agency. Tell us how you've grown your
clients' business and won their respect -- extra points will go to the in-
novative and the unconventional.

Account Executive: You are detail -oriented, yet see the big
picture. During your 2 to 3 years in a DM agency, you took on new
challenges, and successfully managed projects from start to finish,
while you developed a working knowledge of database marketing.
Your experience in telecom or package goods, as well as your in-
itiative, irreverent sense of humor and long fuse, will get our attention.

Research Analyst: You are anal retentive, but delight in chaos.
You think statistically, but communicate in layman's terms. If you can
identify a company's key strategic business drivers and convert them
into actionable research plans, have a solid marketing and statistical
background, have profiled and segmented your target audiences,
and successfully predicted consumer behavior with statistical model-
ing techniques, then we need to talk!

These positions demand that you work well as part of an innovative
team, have excellent organizational skills as well as a strong desire
for perfection and a willingness to learn.

RTCdirect is a wholly owned subsidiary of WPP Group, the world's
largest advertising and direct -marketing company. We offer com-
petitive salaries and comprehensive benefits including 401(k) and
stock ownership plans. Additional opportunities in Database, Traf-
fic and Account Management. Send your resume and salary require-
ments for consideration.

RTCdlrect
Attn: Williamson/ADW

1055 Thomas Jefferson St. NW, Suite 500
Washington, DC 20007

Fax: (202) 424-7900 E-mail:jobs@rtcdirect.com
EOE M/FNID

irrcei?efr-

DIRECTOR FIELD OPERATIONS
Innovative marketing company specializing in promotion programs in
nightclubs/bars nationwide seeks an experienced leader to manage
its field operations from our Chicago location. Your extensive experi-
ence of managing and motivating employees will be a key asset for
our rapidly growing company. In this position, you'll direct a network
of 100 plus people in 20 offices nationwide. We'll rely on you to
develop employee training, motivation, and implement promotional
programs. Willing to work with tobacco/alcohol clients a must. Strong
leadership, problem solving, budget analysis, and team -building skills
are necessary. Knowledge of nightclubs and Gen -X culture needed.
(Mac/MS Office skills required.) Great comp., benefits w/401(k), and
casual environment. Travel required. Send resume and salary require-
ments to:

Kevin Berg & Associates
Code DF01

640 N. LaSalle, Suite 350, Chicago, IL 60610
or FAX to 312-482-9056

EOE

DIRECT RESPONSE

OPPORTUNITIES
JumpStart your career at one of the hottest

direct marketing agencies in the country.
Grey Direct continues to expand. We are looking for experienced direct re-
sponse professionals to add to our account service team. Our clients are
category leaders in banking, high-tech, telecommunications, financial ser-
vices, automotive and pharmaceuticals.

ACCOUNT SUPERVISORS
Do you have the desire and experience to run a business? Candidates must have
at least 6 years direct agency experience and demonstrated leadership abilities.
You must be a strategic thinker with superior communication and presentation
skills. Experience In financial services a plus. Knowledge of database marketing
applications highly desirable. POSITION CODE: HGAS

SR. ACCOUNT EXECUTIVES
Are you an energetic self-starter who's looking for the next level of challenge and
opportunity? We are seeking candidates with a strong desire to develop pro-
fessionally. Must be highly organized with excellent written and oral communica-
tion skills, solid day-to-day client management experience and at least 4 years
experience in a direct agency. POSITION CODE: HGAE1

ACCOUNT EXECUTIVES
Looking for a place to prove yourself and grow in the direct response business?
We'd like to meet you if you think you can handle a multifaceted position that de-
mands heavy day-to-day client contact, program development and budget man-
agement. Ideally 2+ years direct agency experience, strong high-tech skills and
above average verbal and written communication skills. POSITION CODE:

HGAE2

GREY DIRECT offers profit sharing, a full range of benefits, a competitive salary
and --if you have what it takes-tremendous opportunity for growth and advance-
ment.

Please call, or send resume and cover letter (indicate position code) along with
salary requirements to:

Daniel Robbins

GREY DIRECT
875 Third Ave, 5th Fir

New York, NY 10022

212 303-2308

EOE MIF

Visit our WEBSITE at greydirectcom

CURIOUS PEOPLE WANTED.
If you get a thrill from learning new things and solving tough problems, this marketing
communications agency wants to hear from you. Our business -to -business client list gets
longer every day, because were thinkers. All 15 of us. And were looking for some more:

Art Director for creative solutions to the toughest marketing problems - technical
products and sophisticated audiences. Everything from trade ads and direct mail to web sites.

Designer with an inquiring mind. You want to understand what makes the client tick, what
makes the product work. Then you want others to see it clearly, too. Sales literature. Annual
reports and corporate identity.

Copywriter who's not afraid of complex subjects and long copy. Learn new businesses and
technologies. Then explain them in ads, direct mail, brochures, and publicity materials. Must
have concept and visualization skills.

®(lector Contaminations, Inc.

2300 Chestnut Street
Philadelphia, PA 19103

Attention: Curious People

Make us curious about you. Send letter, resume
showing at least five years of business -to -business

experience, and samples as appropriate.

Please, no phone calls.
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MARKET RESEARCH
ANALYST

Business Week
If you're a strong communicator, can
handle multiple priorities simultaneously,
then this is an excellent opportunity for
you to support our worldwide sales staff.
Duties include generating/analyzing
syndicated research data for generic,
category and client specific sales
presentations.

The position requires knowledge of basic
syndicated research (MRI, Intelliquest,
etc.); experience running IMS or similar
database programs and 2-4 years of
research experience at a magazine or
ad agency.

For consideration forward your resume,
including salary requirements, to:

Dept. MRA

The McGraw-Hill
Companies

1221 Avenue of the Americas
New York, NY 10020

EOE

The 11kGrawRill Com panics

Dallas based sports and
event marketing company
has the following positions available:

Director, Media Sales
5+ years experience selling national
broadcast, syndication, national/
regional cable and evaluating media
based sponsorships. Golf media sales
experience a plus. Position located in
Rutherford, NJ.

Director, Consumer Promotions
5+ years experience with national/
regional promotions for packaged
goods clients. Experience with pro-
fessional sports leagues a plus. Posi-
tion located in Dallas.

Fax or mail resumes to: SPI, Attn:
HR, 4006 Belt Line Rd., #220,
Dallas, TX 75244, 972-991-1135.

PRODUCTION
COORDINATOR

Expand your knowledge of the pro-
duction process at an international
photography magazine. Must be
organized and detail -oriented. Expe-
rience with Macintosh (Excel/
Quark) a big plus for this entry-level
position. Send resume w/cover let-
ter to:

PDN Production Director
1515 Broadway, NY, NY 11218

EOE

ATTN: FREELANCERS
ADWEEK can offer you the expo-
sure you need in our Services &
Resources section. If you need to
get your service out to the people
who matter, you need to advertise
now. Call for info 1-800-7ADWEEK.

WANTED
HIGH-TECH

COPYWRITERS
Help!!! We really wanted to write a
hip, clever ad, but we haven't got
the time, so this will have to do. If
you know (and can deliver) the kind
of ad we would have written if the
work weren't pouring in, New
York's fastest -growing tech agency
is looking for you. (Bear in mind
that solid tech understanding is
even more important than degree
of hipness.)

Fax resume, salary history/
requirements, and letter to:

M. Welch @ (516) 741-3966.
Or e-mail to:

mweich@wngadv.com.

ART DIRECTORS/
DESIGNERS

Freelance and Full Time
Very busy full -service 4 A's ad
agency needs talented people to
help us continue to grow. Ad
agency experience a must --
preferably 6-10 years. Must be able
to go from ads to direct mail to col-
lateral with intelligence and taste.
Proficiency in MAC/QUARK Xpress;
Adobe Photoshop and Illustrator a
plus. Send resume with salary his-
tory to:

Karen Markowitz
Linett & Harrison

306 Main Street
Millburn, New Jersey 07041

*WESTERN ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE*

Successful publishing firm seeks Ac-
cout Executive for technical
electronic magazine. Must have
exp. selling display advertising In
trade OR consumer mag.Exp. in
electronic industry sales helpful.
Magazine experienced a 35% in-
crease in 1996 and 1997 is pro-
jected to increase 20%. Excellent
earning potential, including ex-
cellent benefits. Send/fax resume
to:

Canon Communications,
Job SC, 3340 Ocean Park Blvd,
#1000, Santa Monica, CA 90405.

(310)392-4934.
No phone calls please. EOE.

PROMOTION
MANAGER

LEAd i NG bUSINESS-TO-bUSi NESS

publics;ioN seeks detAil-oniented
ANd highly oaciAnized isdivid with

pROVEN STRATEGIC plANNiNG ANd

pROjECT/pROdUCTiON MANAGEMENT

skills. Good smiting skills A MUST.
Will bE involved WITI1 Ad

CREATIONS. WEb EXPERIENCE A

definite plus. Send COVER LETTER
Wlifl SAIARy REQS ANd RESUME TO:

Sky Box #253-SY, 235 Kok
AvE Sank, NYC 10003. EOE.

FAX: 212-645-4807

SALES PROFESSIONALS -
ADVERTISING

Sr. Representatives and Managers

Market leading publication seeking
exp. sales professionals to assume
Sr. Representative & Manager level
positions in Atlanta market. Proven
record of new business devel-
opment & new product introduc-
tion, exp., in staffing & training, and
superior selling/leadership abilities
required. Travel, tourism, arts and/
or publishing exp. a plus. Excl. com-
pensation (up to 6 figures), bonus
program & benefits. Must be open
to travel & possible relocation.
Send resume w/salary history to:

P.O. Box 331,
21755 Ventura Blvd.,

Woodland Hills, CA 91364,
Attn: Human Resources.

ACCOUNT
COORDINATORS

Two entry level positions available
with a leading entertainment market-
ing agency located in Stamford,
CT: New Business Dept. and Mktg
Dept. Development opportunity for
individuals that are willing to work
their way up the ladder of an excit-
ing, energetic, small company.
Must have strong organizational
skills, excellent written/verbal skills
and word processing skills. Team
player with ability to wear many
hats in support of New Business or
Mktg teams.

EMCI
24 Richmond Hill Avenue

Stamford, CT 06901
Fax: (203) 327-3676

No phone calls, please.

GROWING
Marketing/Ad Agency

Seeking to add new positions.

Account Supervisor
Big idea person w/excellent strategic

communication & project management
skills. MBAs preferred.

Art Director/Designer
Clever, conceptual, cutting -edge

creative. Collateral campaigns &
superior Mac skills required. Headline
writing & copy editing a plus.

Fax resume to ADV Marketing Group,
Stamford: 203-3244680

SALES REP
Petersen Publishing Co. has im-
mediate opening in our New York of-
fice for one (1) Ad Sales Represen-
tative for Bicycle Guide and Moun-
tain Biker Magazines. Successful
candidate must be highly motivated
with excellent communication skills.
Salary commensurate with experi-
ence. E/O/E. Send or fax resume
with SALARY REQUIREMENTS to:
Petersen Publishing Company -JD
6420 Wilshire Boulevard, 19th Floor

Los Angeles, CA 90048
fax (213) 782-2467

ACCOUNT EXECUTIVES
Large AAAA's Advertising Agen-
cy's Los Angeles office is looking
for bright, proactive and strategic
account executives to work on a
large national account with
strong brand equity. All candi-
dates must possess strong ex-
ecutional and verbal/written
communication skills, must have
print production and some broad-
cast production experience and
must thrive in a collaborative
environment. We offer a com-
petitive salary and an excellent
benefits package.

Please fax resume
and salary history to:

(310)444-4555.

Immerse Yourself
in Gum & Underwear

ADWEEK's "Southeast Agency of
the Year" can offer you both an op-
portunity to grow as we do and
enjoy life outside the office in the
mountains or on the beach!
We're now recruiting for positions in:

MEDIA
ACCOUNT SERVICE

CREATIVE
INFORMATION SYSTEMS

Send your resume to:
LONG HAYMES CARR ADVERTISING

P.O. Box 5627
Winston-Salem, NC 27113

Attn: Human Resources
or fax to: 910-659-8913

An EOE

Senior AD
Rapidly growing North Carolina
agency has immediate opening for
a senior art director who's on track
to become a CD. We need some-
one with business -to -business and
consumer experience who thinks con-
ceptually, designs artistically and
can help lead talented creatives. If
you have the stuff it takes and are
ready for a move, send your re-
sume, some non -returnable print
samples and salary requirements
to: ADWEEK Classified - SE0490,
1515 Broadway, 12th IL, New
York, NY 10036.

Sales Account Executive
National outdoor advertising com-
pany seeking aggressive sales ex-
ecutive to service N.Y. accounts.
Prior national advertising sales ex-
perience necessary. Experience in
transit advertising sales a plus. Re-
sponsibilities include new business
development and account man-
agement of sales region. Must have
strong communication and pres-
entation skills. Salary plus a high com-
mission. Send resume to:

John Caples
OMNI TRANSIT

3333 Camino Del Rio South,
Suite 235

San Diego, CA 92108
FAX: (619) 284-3520
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Paladin Resource Department
270 Madison Ave., Suite 201
New York, NY 10016
Fax: 212/689-0881
E-mail: newyork@paladinstaff.com

EOE/M/F/D/V

HELP WANTED

Account Executives
Can you start tomorrow?

Paladin Interim Staffing has immediate need for account
execs and assistant account execs with 2-5 years general
advertising agency experience. We have an exciting range of
short and long-term assignments available at tri-state-area
agencies and companies. These assignments are a great way
to introduce yourself to a company and some positions do
have potential to turn into permanent jobs. If you're available
to work now, send your resume today. We'll take it from there.

PALADIN.
INTERIM STAFFING

New York  Chicago
Los Angeles

Desperately wanted:
Bean Counter who loves advertising.

One of the top 50 agencies in the
country, located in the sunny
Southeast, needs a controller. Re-
sponsibilities include all operations
of agency accountirg, including
procedures and practices, cost ac-
counting and budgeting.
Agency experience is a big plus,
and great people skills coupled with
high energy is a requirement.
Please send resume and salary re-
qufrements to: ADWEEK Classified --
Box SE00495, 1515 Broadway, 12th
fl., NY, NY 10036.

Media Planner/Buyer
Tampa, FL

Ad agency seeks 3+ yrs. exp. print &
brcadcast Planner/Buyer. Must be
able to think -on -your -feet & present,
strong negotiating skills, computer
exp. necessary.

Fax resume/salary history to:
FAHLGREN

Attn: Dennis Nikles
813-222-1401

No phone calls, please.

USE THE CREATIVITY AT HAND!
We know from experience that our
advertisers get better response from
our readers when they send their own
artwork. A creative ad stands off the
page and gets noticed. When placing
an ad, send it camera ready!

GREAT OPTYS!
ADVERTISING

Small creative agencies looking
for the following:

AE (retail) To $40K
AE (automotive) To $45K
Acct Supv (educ) To $75K
Acct Supv (fashion) To $75K

Must have current ad agency exp.
Call KIM TANNU at 212-818-0200

or fax 212-818-0216

RELOCATING TO N.E.?
Solid PR account exec needed at
fast growing downtown Lexington
agency. Three to five years experi-
ence on software and business -to -
business accounts. Strong writer,
media wizard, supervisory abilities.

Geoghegan Associates, Inc.,
4 Militia Dr., #11

Lexington, MA 02173
or e -mall job @spinpros.com

COPYWRITER
Travel and destination ad agency
with global accounts and global am-
bitions seeks copywriter with con-
ceptual mind and killer portfolio.

Send samples and resume to:
Attn: A.D.

The Campbell Group
400 E. Pratt Street

Baltimore, MD 21202

ATTN: ADWEEK CLASSIFIED ADVERTISERS:
ADWEEK Classified closes on Wednesdays at 4:30 p.m.

All copy and artwork must be in no later than WEDNESDAY. Copy
received after Wednesday will be held and run in the next available issue.

We appreciate your cooperation.

CORPORATE SALES MANAGER

Time Inc., the nation's largest magazine publisher and a leading mar-
keter of books, music and video, is seeking a motivated, talented
individual to join our Money Magazine Group as Corporate Sales
Manager.

As part of the extended franchise of Money Magazine, this position
will be responsible for the selling <MONEY.com> "in bulk" to large
corporations.

The qualified candidate will have 4 years sales experience with an
additional 3 years in a related field (i.e. business to business services).
Experience conceiving, creating and presenting marketing plans to
decision -makers at a client level that includes prestigious financial
institutions is also required. You must possess the ability to develop
new sales strategies in a dynamic environment with the ongoing
objective of acquiring new business as well as providing added -
value and service to existing clients. Must have a consultative nature,
knowledge of on-line systems, and proven ability to develop leads
and close business through a relationship driven sell. Moderate to
heavy travel is required.

For consideration, please forward your resume and salary require-
ments to: Human Resources, Time Inc., Recruiter CS, Room 4008,
1271 Avenue of the Americas, New York, NY 10020, FAX (212)
522-4510. We are an equal opportunity employer.

Time Inc.
WANTED: FREE LANCE

PROD. ARTIST
Detail oriented MAC professional
familiar with Quark, Photoshop, Il-

lustrator, etc. Philadelphia company
seeks help in producing collateral
material, manuals, sales tools.
Permanent position possible. Min 2
years experience.

Fax: 818- 864-6499

SALES
PRODUCER

Use your TV or print producer's ex-
perience to sell a unique state -of-
the -art advertising consulting ser-
vice. An aggressive "closer" will
earn excellent money with enticing
future prospects.

Please fax your resume to:
(914) 937-1800

ACCOUNTING
ASSISTANT

Hip fashion advertising agency is
seeking a bright and highly
motivated individual, to maintain ac-
counts payable activity, check pro-
cessing and assist in financial & ad-
ministrative duties. 2 yrs in a com-
puterized accounting system + abili-
ty to work in a creative environ-
ment.

Fax: 212-533-5058

SR. MEDIA PLANNER/
SUPERVISOR

NYC -based advertising agency
seeks media professional with 4+
years print and broadcast planning
experience. B -to -B, financial ser-
vices and/or travel experience a
plus. Blue chip client roster and ex-
cellent opportunity for growth. Fax
resume and salary requirements to:

212-741-6932
ATTN: Pat Jones

THREE AUDIENCES
FOR THE PRICE

OF ONE
For one low price, your Classified ad appears in three different
magazines: ADWEEK Classified, BRANDWEEK Classified and
MEDIAWEEK Classified.

THREE FOR ONE ... , not a bad idea.

Call M. Morris 1.800.7-ADWEEK
or just Fax it to: (212) 536-5315
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HELP WANTED

TELEMARKETING
Looking for telemarketer with pro-
ven track record in corporate barter.
Highly attractive commission
structure. Responses will be treated
with the utmost confidentiality. No
phone inquiries or faxes accepted.

Please mail resume to:
TRADEWELL INC.

845 THIRD AVE. - DEPT. 236
NEW YORK, NY 10022

ATTN: GRACIE FROMME

ASSOCIATE DIRECTOR
of NEW BUSINESS

Growing package design firm seeks
experienced, aggressive individual
with a successful track record. Re-
sponsibilities: database manage-
ment, telemarketing, presentations,
copywriting, account management,
and PR. Macintosh: FileMaker Pro
and Word, a must. Send resume
and salary req. to: CDI, 1123
Broadway, Suite 307, New York,
NY 10010.

Reach your ad community in
ADWEEK CLASSIFIED

WE NEED A SENIOR ART DIRECTOR
WITH A WARDROBE FULL OF HATS

Poppe Tyson Interactive, a world leader in interactive communications with an ex-

panding global client base, is looking for a Sr. Art Director to grow its new
London office into a position of European market leadership. PTI London's Sr.

Art Director will have the unique opportunity to build a creative department from

the ground floor, while operating from the hub of PTI's European operations.

The candidate we seek must have four years of advertising agency experience.

He or she must also possess an inherent ability to wear a number of hats simul-

taneously: a proven conceptualizer with the ability to think visually, a persuasive

presenter and a skillful manager. Proven leadership skills can only increase a

potential candidate's chances for success.

So if you're ready to hop the next flight to Heathrow, be prepared to pack up
those hats and wear all of them for this exciting international opportunity. Com-

pensation will be based on capabilities and experience.

Please email mbohacs@ny.poppe.com

or fax to (212) 367-4045.

POPPENSON
EOEIAA & M/F/D/V

Media Director,
Media Planner
& Media Buyer

For South Florida's fastest growing
Media Buying Service. 5 years +
experience with US Hispanic and/
or Latin America media plans.
Fully bilingual.
Please fax resume and salary history to:

(305) 596-0776

ACCOUNT MANAGEMENT
Account Directors to $130K
Account Supervisors to $80K
Account Exec's to $55K
Asst Account Exec to $33K
Account Coordinator to $28K
Postns avail in both Gen'I & Direct.
We also have multiple media
postns. Send resume to Manag.
Dir., 11 E. 44th St., Ste. 708, NY,
NY 10017 or fax to 212-490-9277

Classified Advertising
1-800-7-ADWEEK

r
THE CONVENIENT CLASSIFIED CONTACT FORM

USE THIS HANDY COUPON TO FAX OR MAIL YOUR AD
CLASSIFIED MANAGER: M. MORRIS

MAIL TO : ADWEEK CLASSIFIED 12TH FL.
1515 BROADWAY, NEW YORK, NY 10036

PHONE: 1(800) 7-ADWEEK OR FAX (212) 536-5315

REGION: East New England Southeast

Midwest Southwest West All

ADWEEK

BRANDWEEK

MEDIAWEEK
CATEGORY

*FREQUENCY: lx 2x 4x

MORE: (Specify)

*Not applicable to Advertising Services Categories

PAYMENT
 CHECK  MASTERCARD  VISA  AMER.EXP.

Signature

Cardholder's Name

Card # Expires

AD COPY (Attached additional sheet if needed)

NAME ADDRESS

PHONE FAX

L

1

-________J
USE ADWEEK. MAGAZINES

TO GET NATIONAL EXPOSURE.
* * * Classified Advertising M. Morris at 1-800-7-ADWEEK * * *
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CALENDAR

The National Magazine
Awards, sponsored by the
American Society of Maga-
zine Editors, will be present-
ed April 30 at the Waldorf-
Astoria in New York. Contact:
212-872-3700.

The Outdoor Advertising As-
sociation of America spon-
sors the 55th annual OBIE

awards May 1 at the Man-
hattan Center in New York.
Contact: 212-688-3667.

The International Newspa-
per Marketing Association
Annual Conference will be
held May 4-7 at the Biltmore
Hotel in Los Angeles. Con-
tact: 214-991-5900.

Suburban Newspapers of
America will hold its Circu-
lation Managers' Round-
table May 8-10
continental Hotel in Chicago.
Contact: 312-644-6610.

The Southern California
Chapter of American Wo-
men in Radio Et Television
presents the 42nd Annual
Genii Awards May 9 at Mery
Griffin's Beverly Hilton Ho-
tel. Honorees include Karen
Tobin, NBC -4 radio. Contact
Chiara DiGeronimo at 213-
964-2740.

The Association of National
Advertisers will present a
seminar on creative adver-
tising in Pasadena, Calif.,
May 12-13. Contact: 212-
697-5950.

Women in Cable Et Telecom-
munications will hold its

annual national manage-
ment conference June 9-12
at the Palmer House Hilton in
Chicago. The three -forum
format covers leadership,
industry and management/
career development issues.
Contact: 312-634-2330.

Media Notes
NEWS OF THE MARKET Edited by Anne Torpey-Kemph

Dwek's No. 2 at ABC Ent.
As anticipated, ABC Entertain-
ment last week tapped Rob Dwek
as executive vp of series program-
ming. Dwek, who recently was
president of television at Kush-
ner -Locke Co., becomes the
No. 2 behind ABC Entertain-
ment chief Jamie Tarses. ABC
had been looking for someone
with strength in drama develop-
ment to complement Tarses'
comedy development experience.
Dwek will oversee all drama and
comedy series, with Greer Shep-
hard, vp of drama, and Carolyn
Ginsberg, vp of comedy, report-
ing to him. Dwek is the first
major hire for Tarses, who is said
to be mulling other exec changes
in programming after the fall
schedule is set in May.

ABC, CBS Renew Faves
ABC last week renewed three of
its top shows for the 1997-98
broadcast season and ordered two
more seasons' worth of NYPD
Blue. The network ordered 22
new episodes each of The Drew
Carey Show, starring Drew Carey
as a single, working-class guy
struggling to stay afloat in the
'90s; Sabrina, the Teenage Witch,
the first -year comedy starring
Melissa Joan Hart as a teen who
discovers she has powers of
witchcraft; and Spin City, with
Michael J. Fox as the deputy may-
or of New York City. ABC
renewed NYPD Blue, the Steven
Bochco-created cop drama,
through 1998-99. Also last week,
CBS announced it has renewed
three of its more popular shows
for the 1997-98 season: Chicago
Hope, an ensemble medical dra-
ma; Cybill, a sitcom starring
Cybill Shepherd as a working
actress with a stop -start career;
and The Nanny, featuring Fran
Drescher as a nasal -toned,
Queens -born caretaker.

Exec Shuffle at CBS News
Several executives have been
promoted at CBS News as part
of CBS News president Andy
Heyward's attempt to shore up
the division and its program-
ming. Lyne Bowens has been
named executive producer of
CBS Evening News weekend
editions and the CBS Sunday
Night News. Missie Rennie, who
had overseen all CBS News
weekend programming, contin-
ues as executive producer of
CBS News Sunday Morning and
takes on new projects during the
week. No producer has been
named yet for the network's

new two-hour Saturday -morn-
ing broadcast, set to debut in the
fall. In another exec promotion,
Ted Savaglio has been named vp
program planning at CBS News.
He will focus on bolstering CBS
News' numbers, particularly for
hard news shows.

Biz -to -Biz Mag Ads Up
Business -to -business magazine
ad revenue for 1996 was $6.5 bil-
lion, 9.7 percent more than 1995,
according to CMR. Trade ad
growth outpaced total ad rev-
enue, which was up 7.6 percent
for the year. "The industry's
`First Read' ad campaign, as well

Mob scene: Gravano drew 12.4 million viewers.

The Bull Pulls for 'Point'
The second part of Diane Sawyer's two-part interview with
mobster Salvatore "Sammy the Bull" Gravano gave ABC's
Turning Point newsmag its largest audience of the season,
a 9.1 rating and 15 share in households. According to
Nielsen Media Research, 12.4 million viewers tuned in on
April 17 to hear the highest-ranking mobster ever to turn
government's witness. The interviews came from Sawyer's
furtive meetings with Gravano for two days last summer at
a San Francisco bed -and -breakfast, where he mused on
everything from life after the Gotti trial to getting the gov-
ernment to pay for his cosmetic plastic surgery. The broad-
cast finished second to NBC's ER, which won the time peri-
od with 32.1 million viewers.
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Media Notes
CONTINUED

as a strong economy, played a
significant role in increasing our
share of the pie," said Gordon T
Hughes II, president of the
American Business Press.

Brack Resigns From Time
Time Inc. chairman Reginald K.
Brack Jr. officially stepped down
from the company's top post last
week. Brack joined Time Inc. as
a Time magazine ad salesman in
1962. He served as president and
ceo of the Time Warner publish-
ing giant from 1990-1994. Don
Logan, who has been president/
ceo since '94, will now take on
the chairman title as well.

TCI Takes Stock in Papers
Tele-Communications Inc. last
week agreed to purchase Kearns -
Tribune Corp., an owner of five
newspapers, in a stock deal worth
about $627 million. The first
newspaper acquisition for TCI,
the deal enables TCI to buy back
roughly 7 percent of its stock
owned by Kearns -Tribune.
Kearns -Tribune owned almost 18
million shares of TCI and 6.7
million shares of Liberty Media,
TCI's programming arm. The
main newspaper owned by the
company, The Salt Lake Tribune,
fits well with a TCI cluster of

Fox Unties
The Knot

systems reaching 180,000 sub-
scribers in the Salt Lake area. In
related news, TCI signed a cor-
porate affiliation deal with The
Box, an interactive music video
channel. Though terms of the
deal were not disclosed, The Box
executives said that the network's
local marketing strategy-as well
as its exclusivity to cable-
helped drive the deal. TCI's pro-
gramming arm, Liberty Media,
owns a minority stake in The
Box, which reaches about 5 mil-
lion cable subscribers in the U.S.
full-time.

USA to Broadcast Stern Bio
USA Networks last week landed
the broadcast rights to the
Howard Stern biopic Private
Parts, which was released theatri-
cally earlier this year by Rysher
Entertainment. Rod Perth, USA
Networks president of entertain-
ment, said the network outbid
Fox and CBS for first crack at
running the film following its
pay -per -view and pay cable win-
dow. USA will air Parts in 1999.

IFC Accesses October Titles
The Independent Film Channel
has landed an output deal with
October Films for access to its
film library. The deal includes

The show that helped put Fox on
the map in the public conscious-
ness-and the longest -running
sitcom currently on TV-has
been cancelled. After 10 years,
Married...With Children has been
pulled from the Fox schedule
because of sagging ratings. The
show had been bounced around
the schedule during the past few

Allen

Stewart

McCann Bumps
Two to EVP
McCann-Erickson New York last week
promoted Kevin Allen and Mark Stewart
from senior vice presidents to executive
vice presidents. Allen, 42, joined the
agency in 1992 as a senior vp, manage-
ment representative on the AT&T
account. He currently handles Marriott
Lodging International and Smith Barney.
Stewart, 37, joined McCann in 1995 as
senior vp, media director. In this posi-
tion, he oversees more than $1 billion
worth of media planning and buying
handled on behalf of the agency's New
York clients.

such films as Oscar nominee
Secrets & Lies, as well as Lost
Highway and The Funeral.

Spice Makes Nice With 505
Spice Entertainment, one of two
players in the adult pay -per -view
programming business, said last
week it plans to proceed with
making a business under section
505 of the 1996 Telecommunica-
tions Act rather than challenge
the constitutionality of the sec-
tion. In March, the Supreme
Court rebuffed Spice and Play-
boy in their efforts to argue
against section 505, which forces
them to limit their hours of avail-
ability on some cable systems.

seasons, contributing to its
declining numbers. The produc-
ers had wanted to do an 11th
season, and briefly shopped the
show to UPN and the WB, with-
out success. License fees were
said to be too steep for the smal
nets. Married, starring Ed O'Neill,
Katey Sagal, Christina Applegate
and David Faustino, was creates
as an offbeat alternative to tradi-
tional family sitcoms. The show
will have its hour-long series
finale on May 5.

Sagal and O'Neill:
10 years of discord
comes to an end.

Kellison to Guide 'Vibe'
Columbia TriStar Television
Distribution has named Daniel
Kellison as executive producer
of its late -night series project,
Vibe, set for debut in September
in syndication. Kellison most
recently was executive producer
for the launch of The Rosie
O'Donnell Show (distributed by
Warner Bros.).

Awesome Shows in the Works
Three Hollywood execs have
formed Awesome Entertainment
to launch comic book titles as
building blocks for feature films,
TV programs, interactive games
and toys. Jeph Loeb, a producer
and screenwriter; Rob Liefeld,
an artist; and Scott Mitchell
Rosenberg, chairman of Plat-
inum Studios and former presi-
dent of Malibu Comics, have
joined for the Beverly Hills-
based venture. Rosenberg, who
will continue to run Platinum,
shepherded the Men in Black
comic while at Malibu. A feature
film based on the comic is set for
release this spring, followed by
an animated TV show. Awesome
plans to launch some 200 charac-
ters over the next year and has
acquired Liefeld's library of
more than 500 characters.



Students Talk Back ENTHUSIASTICALLY)

am on the Account side and took the course just
to get an overview of Media. You've given me that and
a lot more.,,

SANFORD FINK, ASSISTANT ACCOUNT EXECUTIVE,

BATES USA -NEW YORK

cl really learned how agencies work...and how to communi-
cate with them. Presentation Skills Day was great, too.,,

LISA COFFEY, ADVERTISING SALES

USA TODAY -NEW YORK

.Great class. Lots of heavy information to absorb...
presented in a fun and interesting manner.,,

MARIBETH BURKLEY, DIRECTOR OF CREATIVE SERVICES

WHO SHOULD ATTEND?

AGENCY - Media Planners, 13ti>cr,,, Media Directors, Account

Executives, Account Managers...

CORPORATE - Advertising Directors, Media Managers, Marketing

Directors, Brand Managers...

ADVERTISING SALES EXECUTIVES - Broadcast, Cable, Print, Out -of -

Home, Point -of -Purchase, New Media...

ANYONE WHO NEEDS MORE KNOWLEDGE IN - temis, planning, buying,
negotiation, media evaluation...

OUR TEACHERS

Our teachers paid their dues at agencies like J. Walter Thompson

and DDB Needham. They translate media jargon into English and

share their professionalism with you.

EXTRA-PRESENTATION SKILLS WORKSHOP

Add an optional third day and practice organizing and presenting

a real media plan. We'll help make you a star.

COST 2 -DAY - $750 30 -DAY ADVANCE REGISTRATION.

For more information: Call 610-649-0704; Fax 610-642-3615

Mail: Box 110, Ardmore, PA 19003; e-mail: mediasch@aol.com

r

P3M-CALIFORNIA

THE MEDIA SCHOOL
A DivIslon of NII:PIAWELK NI.V,VIN I

Please send me more information. I'm interested in:
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BIG DEAL

RICE KRISPIE TREATS
Advertiser: Kellogg
Agency: Ebel-Dunnell-Merrick,
Chicago
Begins: May 7
Budget: S15 million
Media: TV

Kellogg will launch a $15 million
advertising campaign next week
to support its Rice Krispie

Treats snack line as the company seeks
to expand the product into the super-
market checkout area.

A slate of national TV spots kicks off
May 7. Much of the emphasis will go to

Rice Krispie
Treats Singles,
which are larger

than regular Rice
Krispie Treats and

are marketed to
impulse shoppers.

They will likely
be positioned as

alternative to
candy bars.
Last year, Kel-

logg spent $11.6
million on Rice

Krispie Treats(/-
,-..i advertising,

according to
Competitive

Media Reporting.
Rice Krispie

Treats Singles have
been merchandised in

store fronts for some
time, usually at the
initiative of individual
retailers. The new
campaign, though, will
put Kellogg's official

stamp on the front-end strategy. "[Kel-
logg] realized it had a budding business
up there that was unmined," said Ken
Harris, partner at Cannondale Associ-
ates, an Illinois consulting firm.

In the year ended Jan. 26, Rice
Krispie Treats had $96 million in sales, up
14 percent from the year before, accord-
ing to Information Resources Inc. Anoth-
er Kellogg brand, Nutri-Grain, led the
granola bar category with $140.5 million
in sales. -Sean Mehegan

The trusty
trio touts
"Singles" in
new spots.

Real Money
ADVERTISING ACTIVITY IN THE MEDIA MARKETPLACE

VOLVO

Advertiser: Volvo
Agency: Messner Vetere Berger
McNamee Schmetterer
Begins: Undetermined
Budget: $13 million
Media: TV, newspapers, Internet
The Swedish auto importer is preparing a
$13 million advertising program, including
spot TV, newspaper and the Internet, which
should kick off before June 1. Slightly less
than a million of that will be spent on Inter-
net banner advertising.

Volvo is prepping to introduce several
new models and has stated that it expects to
sell 500,000 cars worldwide and 150,000 in
North America by 2000, compared with
363,300 and 94,850 repectively last year.

Volvo is planning to select a lead global
agency resource, possibly by year-end, indus-

advertising with one shop, the Swedish
automaker hopes to focus its branding
efforts worldwide and lower its marketing
costs. Volvo last year held an agency
shootout among its four leading internation-
al ad agencies for the launch of the C70
coupe, with U.S. agency Messner Vetere
Berger McNamee Schmetterer/Euro RSCG
winning the assignment. The agencies are
now readying pitches for the S90/V90, a
large -platform sedan and wagon that will be
introduced globally next year-in the U.S.
as a 1999 model. The pitch is expected to
largely determine the lead agency assign-
ment for the whole brand.

"Advertising in a few markets is strong,"
said a source outside the company who is
familiar with the company's plans. "But
each market is controlled by a Volvo manag-
er who has control over the advertising, and
all that fragmentation leads to a very frag-
mented brand image." Under the new plan,
sources said, the lead agency will set the cre-
ative direction, which will be distributed
globally with very little room for deviation.

Volvo, whose continued independence
has been uncertain, has been trying to
infuse its image as the paragon of safety
engineering with a greater sense of fun and
performance. While efforts by agency
MVBMS have largely succeeded in the U.S.,
as has advertising in the U.K. by Abbott

Mead Vickers BBDO, marketing communi-
cations in many other markets around the
world has been inconsistent and off this core
strategy. -David Kiley

BREYER'S SMOOTH & CREAMY / WIGGLE
Advertiser: Kraft
Agency: The Lord Group, N.Y.
Begins: Mid -June
Budget: $4 million
Media: TV, print
Kraft is spending roughly $4 million on
national support of the launch of its Breyer's
Smooth & Creamy line and a test of another
addition to its Jell-O Yogurt line for kids.

Starting June 16, Kraft will look to bol-
ster Breyer's 4 percent share of the $1.7 bil-
lion category with an estimated $3 million
spot and national cable campaign for
Smooth & Creamy line, countering competi-

subcategory that grew 24 percent in 1996
versus the overall 3 percent category growth,
per Information Resources Inc. With the
three -market test of Wiggle in the Northeast,
where yogurt sales are strongest, Kraft hopes
to leverage the nearly billion -dollar Jell-O
franchise's popularity with kids under 12 and
woo moms with a fun -to -eat, lowfat snack.

Kraft, via The Lord Group, N.Y., is
spending roughly $700,000 on a print cam-
paign for Wiggle in July issues of women's
service magazines in New York, Boston and
Cleveland.

Ads for the 9-SKU Smooth & Creamy
line, also via The Lord Group, N.Y., maintain
Breyer's "Tastes Naughty But It's Not" theme
but are positioned to reach more sophisticat-
ed adult consumers looking for indulgent
desserts. The TV will be supplemented by
national print ads in July issues of women's
service and fashion magazines such as Good
Housekeeping and Cosmopolitan.

-Stephanie Thompson

FAB SENSITIVE SKIN
Advertiser: Colgate-Palmolive
Agency: Young ft Rubicam, N.Y.
Begins: July
Budget: $3 million
Media: Radio, print
Seeking to turn laundry detergent into a
pseudo-personal care item, Colgate-Palmo-
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live will launch Fab Sensitive Skin in June,
backed by an estimated $3 million in adver-
tising and promotion.

Inserts for the new Fab will appear in May
medical journals, with radio breaking in July.
Consumer print ads are slated for September
books. Colgate-Palmolive will also drop three
FSIs over the summer and early fall. The
tagline will likely read: "The detergent you've
been itching for!"

The launch is a reinvestment in the Fab
franchise. Last year, C -P spent less than
$200,000 on Fab advertising, per Competi-
tive Media Reporting. Fab sales in the year
ended March 30 came to $76.3 million for a
1.8 percent share of the category, per Infor-
mation Resources Inc. C -P also markets
Ajax, which registered sales of $46.7 million
in the last year. -Sean Mehegan

PUSH POPS
Advertiser: Topps Co.
Agency: Griffin Bacal, N.Y.
Begins: Now
Budget: $1 million
Media: Cable TV
Topps Co. will launch a $1 million TV ad
campaign beginning today in support of its
Push Pops line of lollipops, which recently
got six new flavor extensions. It's the first TV
campaign for Push Pops in several years.

Topps will blanket kid -targeted cable pro-
gramming with a 15 -second spot, "Organ," to
air on Nickelodeon and Turner's Cartoon
Network, as well as on kids programming
blocks Turner's TNT and TBS channels, plus
on USA Network. The ad will run for three
months, reaching 75 percent of kids aged
8-13 at least 11 times, according to Melissa
Lloyd, marketing director at Topps.

"Organ" features a youngster playing a
pipe organ with Push Pops serving as the
pipes. He replaces the cap on his Push Pop
and sticks it in his shirt pocket, much like a
pencil, highlighting the brand's "save it for
later" feature. Through Jan. 19, Topps lol-
lipops offerings, including Push Pops and
Ring Pops, had about $28 million in sales
for a 15 percent share of the $187 million
category, according to Information
Resources Inc. Tootsie Roll Industries led
the segment with about $40 million in sales
for a 21 percent share. -Sean Mehegan

CMR TOP 50
A Weekly Ranking of the Top 50 Brands' Advertising in Network Prime Time

Week of April 7-13, 1997

Rank Brand Class Spots

1 BURGER KING
2 MCDONALD'S
3 DOMINO'S PIZZA
4 LITTLE CAESAR'S PIZZA REST.
5 NISSAN MOTOR CORP.--CP
6 KFC

7 BOSTON MARKET
8 ACE HARDWARE STORES
9 OLIVE GARDEN

SATURN CORP.--AUTOS CP
11 ACURA AUTOS--RL

RED LOBSTER
13 AMERICAN HOME --REGIONAL

MILKY WAY --CANDY
TARGET DISCOUNT --CHILDREN'S APPAREL
WARNER BROS.--MURDER AT 1600 MOVIE

17 MIRAMAX--SCREAM MOVIE
SPRINT LONG DISTANCE --RESIDENTIAL

19 101 DALMATIANS --VIDEO
MEN CANDIES
TRUE VALUE HARDWARE STORES
TYLENOL--EXTRA-STRENGTH GELTAB

23 JC PENNEY DEPT. STORES--MULTI-PDTS
JC PENNEY DEPT. STORES --SALES ANN.
LEVER 2000 --DEODORANT SOAP
LISTERINE--TARTAR CONTROL GEL
PONTIAC AUTOS --GRAND PRIX

28 1 -800 -COLLECT

CHEE-TOS--CHEESE SNACKS
DAVIDOFF COOL WATER --FRAGRANCE WOMEN
MAYBELLINE GREAT WEAR --FOUNDATION
SATURN AUTOS --VARIOUS LEASING
ULTRA SLIM FAST--RTS DRINK
UNIVERSAL-MCHALE'S NAVY MOVIE

35 COCA-COLA CLASSIC+SOFT DRINK

V234
V234
V234
V234
T112
V234
V234
V345
V234
T111
T112
V234
D218
F211

V324
V233
V233
B142
H330
F211

V345
D211

V321
V321
D122
D121

T111
B142
F212
D113
D114
T111
F123
V233
F221

COLGATE WHITENING --BAKING SODA Er PRX. PST. D121
MAYBELLINE EXPRESS FINISH --NAIL POLISH
REVLON COLORSTAY--LIPSTICK
SAAB AUTOS --900 LEASING

40 BUENA VISTA--GROSSE POINTE BLANK MOVIE
CHEF BOYARDEE--RAVIOLI
DIET DR PEPPER --SOFT DRINK
GATORADE--RTS BEVERAGE
HALLMARK--CP
KELLOGG--CRISPIX CEREAL
KRAFT SUPER SLICE --CHEESE SLICES
L'OREAL COLOUR ENDURE--LIPCOLOR
MERCURY TRUCKS --VILLAGER
SEARS DEPT. STORES --APPLIANCES
SEARS DEPT. STORES --AUTOMOTIVE

D115
D112
T113
V233
F125
F221

F223
B321

F122
F132
D112
T117
V321
V321

Ranked in order of total spots. Includes ABC, CBS, NBC, FOX, UPN and WB. Regional feeds are counted as whole spots.
Spots indexed to average spots for all brands advertising in prime time, i.e., if McDonald's Index=1308, McDonald's ran
1208 percent more spots than the average. Source: Competitive Media Reporting
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Media Person
BY LEWIS GROSSBERGER

Special Defects
BECAUSE THERE IS NEVER ENOUGH DISASTER,

havoc and unspeakable horror to fill our boring, emp-

ty lives, the entertainment industry has thoughtfully undertaken to glut

the season with spectacular presentations of these very commodities.

The consumer desiring to watch props blow up and screaming extras
die in a variety of colorful ways will be a happy consumer indeed. Of

course, care is needed in the selection process to avoid the dreary pos-

sibility of inadvertently stumbling into some sensitive, intelligent drama

limning a triumph of the human spirit.

nothing unless it is mentioned in this, your
one indispensable guide: Media Person's
Spring & Summer Preview of Cataclysmic
Entertainment.

Titanic (the movie): A huge ocean liner, the
largest ever built, sails off into the North
Atlantic only to return 85 years later as the
most expensive movie ever made. Fantastic
special effects, including a talking iceberg (the
voice of Sean Connery)
and a giant, ship -swal-
lowing sea monster
(Rush Limbaugh) star
along with a human cast
of thousands, all trained
to hold their breath under water for long peri-
ods of time. Merchandising tie-ins include
model lifeboats, Titanic life preservers and tiny
passenger action figures which, when placed in
a bathtub, go down three times and then dis-
appear forever.

Titanic (the Broadway musical): A huge
ocean liner, the largest ever built, sails off into
the North Atlantic, only this time with singing
and dancing. The merry score, guaranteed to
leave you humming, includes such soon -to -be
standards as Ole Man Iceberg; Oh, What a
Beautiful Sinking; There's a Hole in the Hull
and a Rip in My Heart; Fish Gotta Swim, But
Please, Not In and Out of My Mouth; the rol-
licking Just Because I Gave You My Seat in the
Lifeboat Doesn't Mean I Love You; and the

Again on the Poopdeck of Love. Special
hydraulic equipment allows the entire cast to
sink out of view whenever objects are hurled at
them by enraged audience members.

The Odyssey: After a wait of nearly three
centuries, the classic Greek disaster epic final-
ly comes to television in an NBC miniseries.
Armand Assante is Ulysses, the unlucky
sailorboy who dawdles on his way back from

As the summer movie season gets under way, MP offers his exclusive

guide to the stunning drama offered by Hollywood's brightest stars.

the Trojan War, running into every weirdo in
the Aegean Sea while his faithful wife, Pene-
lope (Pamela Lee), sits back home in Ithaca
making feta cheese for 36 years without even
a postcard. Jim Carrey is Cyclops, the one -
eyed giant who likes poached Ithacan on toast
for breakfast. He steals the show, though
purists may note that in the Homer version
the grotesque monster did not at any time talk
out of his butt.

Anaconda: Searching for a lost tribe of
primitive beer -can collectors in the Amazon
basin, a TV documentary crew led by Morley
Safer (Stone Phillips) heads down the river but
encounters something terrifying: a large,
scenery -chewing actor (Jon Voight). After
being subdued by tranquilizer darts, Voight

discloses that a giant snake is thrashing around
the neighborhood, making so much noise that
it's impossible to sleep at night. Soon the mon-
strous reptile, brilliantly portrayed by seven
Wall Street lawyers lashed together with rub-
ber bands, appears and begins consuming
members of the cast one at a time, first stun-
ning the victims into paralysis by telling stories
about how hard it worked in law school. Many
gruesome special effects are featured, includ-
ing the audience swallowing whole the film's
preposterous premise.

The Lost World: Jurassic Park II: Searching
for a lost crew of documentary TV makers in
the Amazon Basin, Steven Spielberg (John
Cusack) comes upon the remains of his film
sets for Jurassic Park I. Since everything is
miraculously intact, he decides to do another
big -bucks lizard flick, this time without any

At that crucial moment,
two ferocious velociraptors, a T rex and Jeff
Goldblum burst from the undergrowth and
threaten to devour Spielberg unless they get
more money this time around. The director and
his cast go off to play with Jurassic Park action
figures, and while they're back in the jungle,
their agents lunge for each other's throats.

The Shining: A troubled family spends a
long, cold but seldom quiet winter in a vast,

snowed -in resort hotel
that is completely empty
except for 749 ghosts,
ghouls, drooling zombies,
ravening vampires,
roller-blading polter-

geists and their fanged public -relations repre-
sentatives. As every MP reader knows, Stanley
Kubrick did this flick to a fare -thee -well 17
years ago, but Stephen King got annoyed that
Jack Nicholson tried to off his clairvoyant kid
with a fire ax instead of a croquet mallet so we
have to sit through it all over again, this time
as an ABC miniseries. Query: In the update,
does the demented dad break down the bath-
room door and yell, "Heeeere's Jay!"?

Volcano: The one natural disaster that has
never befallen Los Angeles befalls Los Ange-
les, turning the place into a big lava lamp. "The
coast is toast," proclaim the ads. Why do they
seem so happy about it?

Robin Cook's Invasion: Robin Cook
invades planet earth. Millions die.



SCARBOROUGH RESEARCH SUCCESS STORIES

Savvy agency
"blows 'em
away" with
Scarborough
"If you want to blow your prospective clients
away while making new business presenta-
tions, you should subscribe to Scarborough.
The amount of information that's available
about your specific clients and their products
is incredible.

'We're a full -service agency. We plan all of
our clients' advertising, including all aspects
of ad design across print, direct mail, radio
and television, as well as purchasing and
placing all the media. Prior to Scarborough,
it was a painstaking task to do the media
research. The addition of Scarborough allows
us to more easily select the right radio sta-
tions. None of this could be possible without
the extensive information that we pull from
Scarborough.

"In the last ten years, Scarborough has been
one of the single smartest things I've done."

Bill Kolovani, Proprietor
BK Advertising, Lebanon, PA

borough Research
ice of The Arbitron Company and
arketing Information Services
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